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PREFACE.

This work was entered upon in the knowledge
that there are many friends of William Challenger
who are anxious that some permanent record of his
remarkably useful life should be made before the
elder friends of his early manhood pass away.
This book is an attempt
at least in part.

to meet that

wish,

The writer, though he knows Mr. Challenger
well, has not had the privilege of life-long friendship,
nor yet the opportunities of close fellowship, and so
he has somewhat laboured at a disadvantage.
He is greatly indebted to many friends for
relating to him their personal recollections of " the
Bishop," and also to the following for having placed
in his hands much material which helped him,
namely :-Mrs. Haigh and Miss Evaline lbberson,
with the Rev. W. F. Newsam and the Rev. George
Coates; Councillor H. M. Walker; and Messrs. A.
Clayton, G. Brook, J. Ellis, H. Ibberson, G. W.
Moxon, G. Hepworth, A. Kay, and W. Shaw.

Our Connexional Editor, the Rev. Henry Smith,
kindly read the proofs and gave assistance in other
ways, and to him the writer expresses his sincere
gratitude.
Many thanks are also due to Mr. Herbert Woodhead, of Birdwell, for his kindness in taking such
excellent Photographs for reproduction in this book.
It should be known that the Rev. George Coates
wrote as follows : "With all my heart I give you
permission to use whatever matter from The Signal
may be of use to you in preparing a biography of
our mutual friend, Wm. Challenger. His character
and work are worthy of permanent record."
WILLIAM

Berry Brow,
Huddersfield,

March, 1907.

KENYON.
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Early

I.

Days.

"Can anything good come out of Nazareth?"
"Come and see."

m

ILLIAM
CHALLENGER
was born of
humble parents, September 15th, r86o,
;:itCollier Fold, in the village of Kexbrough
and the Parish of Darton, four miles from the town of
Barnsley. He was one of a family of ten, four sons
and six daughters.
His birth-place, according to a
local descriptive writer of choice prose sketches, is
charmingly "antiquated ... and to all appearance it
might have been hid away from the rest of the
world for a whole century."
Kexbrough, says this
writer, " is a village with houses built at every
conceivable angle, with big, broad gables, and long,
low roofs of grey slate; the most delightful oldfashioned, unsophisticated piece of rusticity I have
ever set eyes on."

"He

doesn't

live

here."

His parents and grandparents were honest,
industrious, persevering, and well-respected people.
They made no claim, however, to what is called
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amongst Methodists "a religious experience."
In
fact, until William's brother Tom was converted,
some years later, it had not been known for generations that one of their family had ever become an
openly confessed follower of the Lord Jesus Christ,
or had in any way exhibited saving grace. But we
shall not be surprised at this when we hear of the
spiritual ignorance and darkness that prevailed in
Kexbro' in those days. It is said that a Christian
worker once sought to discover the extent of that
darkness, and one Sunday morning, commencing at
the first house that he came to in the village, he
asked if they loved God in that home.
The
door was shut in his face.
He was received in
almost the same way at every door, until enquiring
from an old woman if Jesus lived at her house, he
was told " Nay lad, he doesn't live here, and I
dont't think 'at onybody o' that name lives i' Kesper
(Kexbro')."
As he was turning away she said:
"Yo'd better goa to th' top row. Some new fowk
flitted in theear last week, an' perhaps th' chap 'at
yo want lives theear."
His

Mother.

It will be seen that the subject of our narrative
is an exception to the rule of inherited tendency, at
least in respect of its application to his devout and
Christian life. The most that can be said in the
direction of his life favouring that rule is found in
the following facts. William Challenger's mother
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was very severe indeed in punishing any wrong-doing
of her children.
She was also exceedingly strict
in seeing that every one of them went off to the
distant Sunday School of Darton Parish Church on
the Sabbath day.
But when it is known that
Sunday was the only day on which the poor, hardworking mother had an opportunity of attending to
the many extra duties occasioned by her "big little
family," we are perhaps right in assuming that, like
many other mothers, her main reason was she was
glad for her ten children, especially her most mischievous lad, to be " out of her way " while she got
something done. However, the mother's necessity
and urgency in this particular, as we shall hereafter
gather, led to some slight saving good being experienced by her son in his teens.
Never did a Kexbro' matron work harder
than she did. Her husband, too, worked equally
hard, for those were days of much work, long
hours, and little pay.
Out into the bleaching
fields would the father of the family go very
early in the morning all the year round, and be
there until night came on. But so very small was
their income that, for the sake of her children's
bread, the energetic mother had also to go out and
work in the potato field, the turnip field, or the corn
field by day, returning to the wash-tub night after
night. With her youngest child in the cradle in the
hedgerow near by, and with the rest of her children
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helping her-for there was no compulsory education in those days-this stout-hearted woman would
pick the stones or the products of the field for the
the neighbouring farmers.
Many a time has she
pulled turnips with the icicles hanging to her skirts.
The

Child

Worker.

How well, too, does William Challenger remember
going forth, as a very little boy, with his brothers
and sisters, at 5 o'clock in the morning in autumn
time, and travelling several miles through the
harvest fields for the purpose of assisting his mother
in gleaning. Hard at work would they all be the
day long, with only a bit of bread and dripping each
for their every meal. Perhaps they would get some
four sacks a day as a reward for their labour, and at
night-time the already tired father would thresh it.
What gladness of heart was there in that needy
household when there was good success after much
toil and days of gleaning ; but what depression if
their hard work only resulted in scant returns, for
that meant that hungry mouths would have to do with
less bread, since " bought " flour was far too dear
for them to purchase in those days.
A Little

Tartar.

When William Challenger was four
years of age he never could understand
should have to go without a piece of bread
was very hungry. If he were refused, as

and five
why he
when he
often he
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had to be through the household store of flour running low, his ardent spirit would immediately be all
aflame, and in his intense indignation at such trying
conditions of life he would fling himself on the floor
and roll over and over again. No one is more
incensed now-a-days than he against all kinds and
causes of needless poverty, nor more earnest in
se~king to uplift the poor both socially and spiritually.
His fiery zeal for what is right led him on one
occasion, as a little fellow of but four years of age, to
express his fervour in a very striking fashion.
An
elderly woman had taken an undue advantage of him,
and so he retaliated by shouting at her open door
" I'll chuck a stone and smash your window for
you." Happily he thought no more about his threat.
It may rightly be said that exception should be
taken to such a threat, especially in the case of
a child.
But the social, moral, and spiritual
conditions of life generally in the village of
Kexbro' at that time should be remembered.
So
bad indeed was the place that many called it "the
devil's pin fold." The general character of the village
appears to have made its mark upon him, even at
that early age. Then again it should be known that
he was a " chip off an old block."
" I'll cool thi courage,
lad."
Somewhere about this time his mother appeared
before the magistrates on a question of neighbour's
rights. Her annoying neighbour lost the case, and as a
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consequence William's spirited mother came home
again with red ribbons streaming from her dress
and bonnet and singing loudly, "See the conquering
hero comes." An unkind husband in the same fold
who had severely handled his wife times without
number also learned something of this woman's
bravery. One day she took up the warfare on behalf of
his much-bullied wife, and taking a big bucket of
water she gave the husband a soaking as she said:
" I'll cool thee thi courage, lad." The man dared
not retaliate, for his assailant could do what he
could not : she could lift a twenty stone bag of
flour and strike with the hand accordingly.
The warm spirit in the son often came into contact
with the same spirit in the mother. On one occ~sion, after trying all other means of curbing her boy's
too lively temper, his mother sent him off with a
bag telling him that, under penalty of a worse
punishment, he must "go and beg his bread." Never
before, and never since has he known a like
experience.
But it taught him lessons he has never
forgotten.
That night, in weariness and fear, he
crept to the wall-end of Collier Fold and lay down
and soundly slept. But could she, as a mother, forget
her child ? No ! for she sought him, and brought
him safely home.

Sparrow·"
William Challenger was not very old when he
began to be called by rather an odd name, which
" Billy
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has clung to him ever since ; and after all it 1s very
descriptive of his disposition.
Strange to say,
his mother, who was similarly gifted herself, helped
to give him this name. Possessed of a happy spirit,
he was by now especially remarkable as a young
chatterbox, who, if not chattering was "chirping," as
the villagers called his whistling.
Reproving him
publicly one day for chattering and chirping, and
forgetting that she herself was given that way, his
mother said : " Thou art like thi' Uncle Bill, thou
art a proper sparrow." For years after, the name
regularly stuck to him, and when, amongst the
earliest of day workers, he turned out first thing in
a morning, and went whistling-or, as his neighbours
called it, "chirruping,"-all
the way to his work,
he became much better than a knocker-up to
many. "I know who yon is," they would say, "its
Billy Sparrow ; I can tell his chirping, I must be
shaping."
" Tramming"

under

ground.

William Challenger was but seven years old
when he began to work at the pit top. When he
was eleven he was working below, "tramming"*
a distance of seven hundred yards. There were no
horses in the pit bottoms in those days, and,
owing to the " black damp, " he had to "tram"
without light for weeks together.
This made his
• i.e., Working the coal trucks(" corfs ") on the tram lines.
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occupation very dangerous.
One day, knocking
against a prop which supported the roof, some
three tons of rock were released almost upon his
companion and himself. They only just managed
to get clear. On another occasion his companion,
who had to act as a human brake to the "corf," by
sliding heavily behind it with his feet on the rails,
caught his foot in a pulley hole. This threw him
down and caused him to let go his hold of the
" corf. "
Down the incline it dashed at a
rapidly increasing speed, carrying young William, as
his companion thought, to certain death. However,
he escaped once more, as fortunately he did on later
occasions, when again and again he was fearfully
endangered.
A reckless
lad.
But to the dangers of his daily toil he added the
dangers of a reckless daring. For instance, he and
his companion were sent one day to put a couple of
ponies out to grass, and on the way they decided to
run a local Derby.
The course they chose was a
sloping and a dangerous one, having a high fence at
the end of it, with an awkward ditch and a running
stream in front. In their ardent desire to win, they
ran their steeds at breakneck pace so close to the
fence that they were pitched off head-over-heels, and
boys and ponies rolled over and over in the water,
until all their racing ardour was cooled. Throughout the long trying days of increasing burden, his
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merry whistle kept his spirits up, and especially was
this so when, returning from work along a very lonely
road after ten o'clock at night, he found his clothes
freezing to his body through the keen winter's frost,
for in those days he had to work in water up to
his knees, and sometimes above them.

"We've

all to come

to that."

When William was thirteen years old, his father
had got so worn out with excessive work that one
day he fell down in the bleaching field and was
carried home. He never rallied, but died, as he had
lived, a strenuous toiler for daily bread.
How
solemn was the scene when the similarly toil-worn
mother took her boys and girls into the deathchamber of her life's struggling partner. There was
more in her silent mien and the few tears which
forced their way down her cheeks, than even in the
short agonised sentence which came from the depths
of her sad heart. Standing at the head of her good
man and looking with strained gaze into his lustreless
eyes, she said to her children, as, with extended hand,
she pointed to the dead form of their father: "We've
all to come to that I " That scene and that sentence
fastened the thought of death on the mind of William
Challenger, and through all the changes of his career
he has never got away, as he will tell you, from the
''solemnity of that thought, "and from the earnest wish
then formed that he might be made ready for "THAT."
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This impression was deepened when, nine months
afterwards, his mother, who felt keenly the loss of
her husband, died. She was but fifty-three years of
age, and had lived a life of continuous strain and
trying poverty. It was about this time that William
and his life-long companion walked the lanes together
on Sabbath evenings, and wistfully longed to be
better lads; but no one came in contact with them
who either influenced them to a holy life or in
any way pointed out the way of Christ.

CHAPTER

Incidents

II.

of Early

Manhood.

"Then said I, woe is me ! for I am undone, because I'm a man of
unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips:
for mine eyes have seen the King, the Lord of hosts.''

HOUGH the death of his father and mother
awed him greatly for a time, yet the
impressions he received seemed soon to
fade away. He was a youth of tremendous energy
and pluck, and so he was not permitted to give up
his position as ringleader of the other youths of the
village.
A Champion

Cricketer.

And now also he had become such a
champion cricketer that he was readily given the
captaincy of his youthful team, leading them many
a time to victory. This connection with the cricket
club meant that very early William Challenger was
brought into contact with the public-house and its
influences ; for all clubs in the locality in those days
made the public-house their headquarters.
He was
also fond of pigeon-shooting, and became a great
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knur and spell player. As a prominent morris
dancer, too, he was known throughout the neighbourhood. As a cricketer, so impatient was he to
get runs that he would run before the bowler
delivered the ball, and often he was " stumped " for
his eagerness. He liked a "tight" finish, but ever
desired the palm of victory to remain with his own
side. The day of defeat, when he was just recovering from a very bad wound, however, is often
recalled by old companions.
Some days before, in
a piece of rough knife-play, he had driven the blade
into his thigh up to the haft, and but for the prompt
action of neighbours in bringing the doctor he
would have bled to death.
For several days he lay
chafing in bed, wondering if he would be able to get
to the match, which he had looked forward to
with great desire. The team to be met vie::d with
his own for championship honours. What a shame
it would be, he thought, if he could not play against
them. Nor was he able to do so. However, if
William Challenger could not captain his team, he
was determined that he would at least shout his
hardest for them, so he hobbled to the field with the
help of a stick, and did his utmost to strike terror
into the hearts of" the enemy.''
But the opposing
team won, and then the crippled captain lost his
temper, threw down his cap and trampled on it in his
rage, at the same time swearing at his men in his vexation and disappointment until he was red in the face.

INCIDENTS

OF EARLY MANHOOD.

2I

It was well known at the pit that William
Challenger was one of the worst swearers the
neighbourhood round.
So raging could he be
in his blasphemous utterances that even ordinary
swearers were horrified, and found a strange sickness
at heart seize them as William gave way to a
"swearing bout." But with all his explosive temper,
William Challenger was never bitter. Mercy mild
broke through his outbursts and mastered him
afresh. He was even magnanimous after the manner
ofuntutored minds. One day he was led to administer
his rebuke to a rebellious follower of his in a stackyard.
They both stripped to the "buff," in true
pugilistic fashion. Hard blows were rapidly exchanged until the alert " Sparrow" got the better of
his opponent and, bringing him under, he did not
take the advantage he had gained, but simply said,
" Now what could I do at tha ? "
A. Leader

in MischieC.

Not only did " Sparrow " take the lead in
"wicket-laking,"
as cricketing was called in the
village, in " swearing bouts," and in pugilistic
encounters amongst the youths of his native
place, but he also led them in other things.
He was amongst "all mak' o' mischief," and
oftener than not he set it afoot. It was he who
took the lead in chasing the Grammar School boys
and rubbing their faces and collars with dirty pitcaps and coal-black hands until they were terrorized.

22
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No one knew the neighbouring orchards, and
just where the best fruit grew, better than he did. He
was the one, therefore, to direct an orchard raid.
He seemed instinctively, amid wood and field and
hedgerow, to spot the birds' nests. He knew, too,
how to evade the keepers as he.roamed the woods;
and was remarkably clever at inventing new methods
If
of teasing the old wives of the neighbourhood.
they were alarmed during the long winter nights,
they were always sure "it was Sparrow up to his
queerness and awk'ardness ageean." There was no
better champion than he at a good cat-hunt, and
even the darting swallow did not escape his sharp
eye and hand, for he is known to have taken a stick
and brought low the bird as it circled above him.
"Taking-off"

Local

Preachers.

He was a great mimic, too, and occasionally,
with his ready followers, would startle the inhabitants of the next village on a drowsy summer's eve,
or even winter's night, with a mock open-air mission
service. With ringing tones he and his band would
strike up a rousing hymn, drawing the people near,
and would then proceed to " take off" certain
well-known local preachers, and finish by laughing
If
at those who listened to the mock addresses.
he went into a chapel he was hatching mischief
during prayer, and seeking to carry it out during
the remainder of the service. It was the same if he
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went to church, unless he lay down in the bottom of
the big pew and went to sleep, as sometimes he. did.
A Gracious

Lady.

He still attended Sunday School at the distant
Parish Church.
His mother made him do that
while she was alive, and he kept to the habit for her
sake. But he was the pest of the teacher.
However, his mother's insistence in this matter of
Sunday School attendance was of some spiritual
help to him at this point in his career, for
about now he came under the gracious influence
of a Christian
and philanthropic
lady named
Miss Thorpe, then residing at Birthwaite Hall, near
Darton.
This lady took a class of the roughest lads
in the parish, some twenty to twenty-five of them.
She also invited them, two nights a week in winter,
to her own home, to a kind of night school. Among
other good things she did, Miss Thorpe succeeded
in rousing some activity of conscience in the life of
William Challenger.
She pictured
conscience
as a bell giving a warning sound within the
the heart and mind whenever we do wrong, and he
never forgot it. She also graphically described the
raiding of an orchard, and declared that if any of
her scholars went into an orchard to steal, they
would surely hear the voice of that bell, if they only
listened ; and with no uncertain sound it would tell
them they were doing wrong.
But "Sparrow"
braved the judgment of his teacher at first. He
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wasn't going to be cowed by a woman. He was
sure it was all nonsense that she spoke, and was
only said to frighten them. But as soon as he next
tried his old game of robbing an orchard he was
terrified, and, suddenly throwing down the apples he
had shaken from the trees, he ran for the fence as if
a legion of evil elves followed him. The voice of
"the bell" then spoke so powerfully within him that
never after did he steal another apple nor lead in an
orchard raid.
But if he failed to take what did not belong to him
in one way, he many a time mourns the fact that he
began to take what did not belong to him in another
way. He learned to gamble, and became less concerned to evade keepers than to escape policemen.
The quiet haunts of his bird-nesting prowess became
the scenes of his oft-repeated lust for another lad's
hard-earned pocket money. He then became bolder
in this sinful course, and, not many months after, he
boldly gambled on the highway side. Indeed, he
was playing marbles for money when the Midgley
Mission Band first came into the village and sang
Wesley's glorious hymn, "Jesu, lover of my soul,"
the hymn which that day became most memorable
to himself and others.
Afraid

to die.

Then again he danced hard and long at every
"feast" throughout the countryside, as well as at
the "White Bear" public-house whenever there
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was a dance there.
As in other things, so in this,
he led the dance. At sixteen years of age he was
a regular drinker at the "White Bear," and its
leading sentimental and comic singer. Though he
could not read his letters properly, nor music, yet
his quick and retentive ear picked up the words
and tune of a new song immediately upon its being
sung or whistled to him. As the publican's leading
singer, he drew the custom for miles around. One
can understand, therefore, the publican's concern
when William Challenger drew near to the gates of
death through slow fever. So ill was he that others
beside himself gave up all thought of his ever getting
better ; and yet he was fearfully afraid to die. He
was most solemnly reminded of the awful scene
when his mother, pointing to his father's corpse,
said, "We've all to come to that." Again and
again he thought he was coming to that during that
long and tedious illness, and again and again he
vowed that he would be different if only he were
spared. But though he had one or two about him
who had somewhat roused his conscience and condemned him for his sin, yet he had no one who
either could or would tell him the way of salvation.
And how he hungered and thirsted in those days for
someone to speak to his poor, tormented soul the
saving truths of Christ.
But no one came near
with even the slightest spiritual help. The publican
came to him with gifts of port wine and other things
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for strengthening his sick body, and soon William
was back in full swing at the "White Bear," and it
was noticed that he became more reckless than ever.
He could not find time to stay in the house for his
meals when he came home from the pit, but would
take bread and meat and make his meal at the
"public."
His drunken freaks showed a tendency
to dangerous practical joking. One day he was
caught helping another man-both of them far gone
in drink-to upset a stout publican out of his gig.
This they did by getting hold of the conveyance
bodily as the publican got into it, and turning man
and gig upside down.
He and others were confirmed, but after "the
laying on of hands" of the Bishop, they gave their
good Vicar the slip and got away to celebrate their
confirmation in their own way at the public-house.

" I'm as good

as thee."

Before he reached his majority, William Challenger was under the satanic delusion of many
drinkers that it is a manly thing to treat women
cruelly; and he would knock his sister down just for
attempting to advise him for his own good. His
sister kept their home together, and had mothered
him from the time his parents died, but he would
have none of her counsel. He was fast going the
downward course, but could not, or would not, see
it. One Sunday he dropped in casually at a Metho-
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dist service, and the preacher, who knew him very
well, said to him at the close of the service,
"William, why don't you change the course of your
life ? " The only answer he got was, " I'm as
good as thee."
William would cynically laugh at his brother
Tom, who was now a happy Cbristian and comfortably settled in the next village. Among the duties
which his brother fulfilled for the little Methodist
New Connexion Chapel he attended was the work
of chapel cleaning. And William, having to pass
this chapel on the way to and from his daily
occupation, would see his brother busily engaged in
the sanctuary.
"Ah, tha fooil," he used to say;
"when will tha' get thi' pay and thi' pleasure,
sticking in theer." Since then he has often wept at
the thought of his brother's faithfulness and his own
past folly.
James
Parkin'& Death.
Before he was twenty-one years of age he got
married and set up a home of his own. By this
time, besides three narrow escapes from sudden
death, he had been buried alive in the pit three
times within five years. But his ways were not
changed for the better. It was not until his
brother-in-law died that William Challenger "saw
the Lord." James Parkin, for that was his brotherin-law's name, had married the sister who had
bravely shouldered the household burden when
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their mother passed away. He was always a most
patient Christian gentleman and wise counsellor,
hearing quietly all William's teasing and practical
joking. Many a time had James called to have a few
words with his sister, after walking several miles, when
William would make all manner of hideous noises
with the help of a penny tin whistle, or play some
other prank, to prevent them enjoying their talk.
But James's patience never gave way, and though
the regard was not openly acknowledged, he greatly
endeared himself to what some called "the incorrigible William."
James Parkin now lay dying.
He felt he
was very near the end of his earthly career,
and his heart went out with yet more tender
yearning for his reckless young brother-in-law. He
therefore sent specially for William, that he might
talk with him. On going to his brother-in-law's
bedside, William was seized with a solemn fear, for
he saw how wasted he was, and how near to death
he had come. In trembling and pitiful tones he
told him how very sorry he was to see him in such
a serious state. But his brother-in-law gently cut
him short by saying quietly, submissively, sublimely:
"Why should I shrink from pain or woe ?
Or feel at death dismay ?
I've Canaan's goodly land in view,
And realms of endless day."

Ah I thought William, if he could only be as nobly
unconcerned about death as James was he would
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give much. But not only did the exalted condition of
his brother-in-law's soul fill him with admiration : it
struck dismay into his heart.
Seeking
God.
Great and increasing dread came over him
as that solemn talk continued, and when finally
James, with tears, begged him to give up his
blasphemous and reckless ways, and to have done
with gambling, drinking, and dancing, and prepare
himself to meet him in heaven, the thought of
eternity laid hold of him as neverbefore,noteven when
his father died, nor when he himselflay long at death's
door.
Having fulfilled his last good work, his
brother-in-law passed peacefully and gloriously
hence. Feeling utterly undone and weaker than the
veriest child, William cast himself down at the
bedside of his beloved dead. Without anything of
a clear conception of saving truth, he there and
then yielded himself to God, and registered the vow
that he would lead a better life.
When King Uzziah died, Isaiah, the prophet,
says he had a vision of his sinful unfitness for God's
service. At the same time he was both commissioned and consecrated to that service.
When his friend and brother-in-law, James
Parkin, passed away, William Challenger had his
vision of God's holiness, and his soul's exceeding
sinfulness. At the same time he received his grand
incentive to the service of his God.

CHAPTER

His Public
"If

III.

Confession

of Christ.

thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt
believe in thine heart that God hath raised Him from the dead,
thou shalt be saved.''

'' Faith without works is dead. Faith wrought with his works, and
by works was, ... made perfect.''

FTER that affecting scene at his brotherin-law's bedside, William Challenger
was not long in confessing his Lord
and Saviour. But as there was another important
factor in his conversion, it will be necessary to go
back a little way in our story.
The

coming

oC the

Mission

Band.

As we have seen, the Midgley Mission Band
came into Kexbro' just when " Sparrow" and his
companions were openly gambling on the highway.
The coming of that Mission Band had a great
deal to do with providing William Challenger with
the opportunity of publicly confessing his Redeemer.
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Perhaps, therefore, it may be as well just here to
point out that some time during the year 1879 or
1880, the Rev. T. P. Bullen conducted a series of
Revival Services at Midgley, near to Wakefield,
when several young men were "brought in." So
mightily moved were these young brethren that
they immediately began a "work of faith and labour
of love." One of their number became compassionately concerned for the unconverted of Kexbro'.
His employment just then took him there daily.
He mourned almost hourly the sad condition of the
people, who, as some said, would tolerate no public
assembly in Kexbro' but that of the "White Bear."
One day this earnest young Christian was called
to the death-bed of one of Kexbro's typical
characters, a man who had been given, like most of
the men in the village, to drinking, betting,
blaspheming, and the like. Oh! the darkness of
that mind ; the blackness of that heart ; the lost
condition of that soul-as heathen as heathen could
be. They should know about this at Midgley, said
that earnest young brother to himself as he wrestled
on in agonised _pleading with and for that dying
sinner. And before the night closed, in tones that
made the teardrops start, the sad state of perishing
souls at Kexbro' was made known at Midgley.
"We must pray about this."
The evening service was over, and the last
elderly member of the Society had gone to his
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lonely cottage or distant farmstead, when these
gallant young comrades of the Cross at Midgley
began a most serious conversation, at the Chapel
door, about the spiritual condition of Kexbro'. The
experience of one of their members that very day at
Kexbro' was told in the hush of a solemn awe.
"We must pray about this," they said, and., led by
one all-pervading Spirit, they turned into the Chapel
a.gain. It was late in August, so they lighted up
afresh, and proceeded to pray about the matter
until their hearts so burned within them that they
knelt in a circle, with clasped hands, around the
invisible mercy-seat. Then with tears of compassion
and consecration streaming down their faces, they
most solemnly pledged themselves to the work of
God at poor benighted Kexbro'. The joy of that
dedication hour lives in the hearts of those men to
this day, and has borne fruit over and over again,
far and near.
From that day they commenced open-air
work at Kexbro', and the remaining days of
autumn were spent as opportunity served in that
way. All through the rain and sleet and sludge
and snow and darkness of a very severe winter,
after many a hard day's work, the five miles
down to Kexbro' were faithfully and cheerfully
travelled, in order that the spiritual darkness there
might be illumined with the light of a Saviour's
love.
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Methodies."

One day, however, before those dark and stormy
days fully set in, these ardent Christian workers-Ben
and William Earnshaw, Jesse Baxendale, John
Poulter, and Mark Richardson, with John Henry
Taylor (who had joined them from Mapplewell)were telling their open-air audience that they supposed they would have to stop coming to Kexbro'
for a while, as they did not expect that the people
would care to stand around listening to their
message during the dark cold nights of winter.
William Challenger and a few others interposed
and begged them not to cease coming. This
entreaty showed that he and they had been
favourably impressed with the former visits of
the Mission Band. William had not yet come to
his dying brother-in-law's bedside for that heartsearching lesson, but he was being prepared for it,
for in all good feeling he said to the Midgley
Missioners, "Come into my house rather than give
up coming altogether."
Arrangements were made
by influential members of the Mission Band, however, for the use of the public-house club-room on
Sunday afternoons and evenings and Thursday
nights, and what were caHed for several years the
"White Bear Methodies," commenced worshipping
there. This place was used for the Mission for
some weeks before William Challenger went near.
But the Thursday evening after his brother-in-law
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passed away, he went to the meeting. He was in
evident distress, and evidenced it by occasional
tears ; but he would not give the friends an
opportunity to speak to him. He got clear away
as soon as the last word of the benediction was
uttered. However, they followed him to his home,
and after expressing their sincere sympathy with
him in his sorrow, they spoke to him more clearly
than he had ever heard before, concerning the way
of Life Eternal.
And so acceptable were their
words to him that he eagerly sought for more light,
until at length, in intelligent penitence and convinced faith, he gave himself in whole-hearted
surrender to his Redeeming Lord.
Confessing

his Saviour.

Twice had the Lord most powerfully uttered
His voice to William Challenger, nay-thriceonce when his father passed away ; again when the
Midgley Missioners for the first time gave out the
hymn, "Jesu, Lover of my Soul," at the "White
Bear" corner in the main road of Kexbro'; and
again when his brother-in-law died. And now the
work of God's call was completed by the work of
conviction in his soul. That night a glorious Prayer
Meeting crowned a blessed day of saving grace, in a
heart and home that have ever since been remarkable
for prayer.
But William Challenger was not
content with the confession of his faith by his own
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fireside. He must, he felt, make his confession
public ; first to the Church, and then to the world.
To quote words which are now often upon his lips,
and which just describe his feeling at that time, he
could have said :
"I've got such a wonderful Saviour
That everybody should know."

The day he made his first public confession of
Christ to the Church was, by coincidence, the first
day that the Kexbro' Mission appeared upon the
Barnsley Circuit Plan for regular preaching services,
and John Henry Taylor was the first local preacher
appointed.
What a "stirring-up,"
as they say,
they had in the after-meeting, although it had been
expected among the friends that William would
come out publicly that night. With every sign of
humility and sincerity, he fulfilled their expectation
and came out to the front. Thoroughly broken in
heart and melted into Christian love, he wept aloud
for penitent joy at the foot of the Cross. Through
his lead several others were converted that night.
They seemed as if they could not help themselvesthey were so moved by the sight of such a sinner as
William Challenger being overcome by the charm
of a Saviour's love, and by his solemn declaration
that God for Christ's sake had forgiven his sins.
These also remain amongst the staunchest supporters of the cause at Kexbro'.
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he do next 1 "

The news quickly spread throughout the neighbourhood that " Sparrow " Challenger had got
converted amongst the " White Bear" Methodists,
and speculation was rife as to his sincerity. Some
smiled and others sneered. More than one old
woman was heard to say, "Eh, bless th' lad,
whatever will he do next ? " For it was taken for
granted by many that his public confession of Christ
was a new prank. At the best the majority of his
neighbours and old friends contended that his
religious experiences would be of short duration.
His mates at the pit did their utmost to tease,
chaff and torment him into a swearing passion;
some, in fierce derision, laughing him to scorn. But
by consistent Christian conduct he witnessed for
Christ and resisted all their attempts to undermine
his position.
It was then that he began to
understand something of the feelings of his Saviour
when scoffed and rudely scorned. It was then that
he entered into the fellowship of His sufferings, and
could even glory in tribulation for His sake. The
scorn of the cynic since that time has only put
iron into his will, and roused energetic faith in
his soul.
He is firmly of opinion that it
is much better for the young convert not to
shrink from his baptism of fire at the beginning of
his Christian career.
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come."

But not only did he publicly confess his
faith in Christ before persecuting workmates,
he also readily confessed before them his
faith in his new-made Christian friends. He not
only stood fast for his Saviour, he "stuck up" for
his brethren.
No word whatever of the worldling
could induce him to "run down" his fellowChristians.
And this faith was greatly put to the
test one day, and crowned with a rich reward before
night time fully closed. It was during winter, and
just when he had been made caretaker of the little
club-room mission. It was concerning the coming
of the Midgley Mission Band for the usual mid-week
service. There had been a big snowstorm all day,
which continued right on into the evening, and the
Missioners would have to fight hard through storm
and drift to get to Kexbro'. The talk at the pit top
that day largely turned on the question whether the
Missioners would come or not. His critics kept
sneeringly saying : "They'll none come," but the
doughty champion of the faithful stoutly contended
that they would come. There were a few sympathisers, but these said, "Thah's noo occasion to
kindle t'fire to-neet, lad." Now, not only did he
pray that the enemies of the faith might be humbled
in this matter, but he showed the firmness of his
own convictions by going as usual to light up and
kindle a fire and dust down. In fact he made a
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larger fire than ever, for he said the Missioners
would feel their need of a bigger one than usual.
Then he praye<l again, as he had been doing all day,
that they might come. And there were many
peering eyes behind partly drawn blinds and
curtain_s that evening, nearly all representing those
most anxious that the Missioners should not come,
so that a show of reason might be given them for a
loud outcry against "t'Methodists."
To a great
extent, therefore, the influence of the Mission
amongst those who up to that time never went near
it, depended on the coming of the Mission Band
that very snowy day. The members of that Band,
too, had been greatly tempted to leave their selfappointed task undone, and then, moved by an
irresistible power, without knowing it, they answered
the prayers of the new Kexbro' Mission caretaker,
and surprised and disarmed and disappointed his
critics, and did more that day than ever before to
secure the confidence and respect of the inhabitants
of the village generally.

"Nay,

Mr. Preacher,

we're

Cast."

In addition to his honorary duties as caretaker,
he was given an honourable position in the choir.
For the" White Bear's" leading comic became the
leading singer of the "White Bear Methodists,"
and began to confess Christ publicly within and
without the club-room Mission, by singing the songs
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of Zion. But he had a few difficulties to surmount
at the outset, for he only knew a tune or two, and
but one long metre. However many hymns of that
metre there might be in the course of a service, the
same tune had to be sung, for their leader could
strike up no other for some time. Another peculiarity
was the need he felt for singing over the first line of
"Sun of my Soul," before gliding into the remaining
lines of any other long metre hymn given out.
This combination often sounded so strange in the
ears of the audience that smiles were many a time
provoked, as also when, there being no instrument,
he struck up his tunes by whistling a bar or two.
One night another singer thought he would try to
alter things, so he whistled another tune in the ear
of the eager leading singer, who nodded and smiled
in response. But on trying to start it he utterly
broke down in company with choir, preacher and
audience, saying, "Nay, Mr. Preacher, we're fast,
lad ; yo' mun strike up a tune o' your own." On
another occasion the preacher remarked at the close
of a most heartily rendered hymn, "William, we
don't want shouting, we want singing." "Ah,"
retorted William, "if I stop shouting, t'singing '11
stop."
Later still, as his knowledge of tunes
imperfectly increased, he would lead his singers into
the rendering of two or three tunes in the course of
one hymn, and sometimes in the singing of the first
verse.
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Annual

ltlonthly

Tea."

His readiness to witness and also to work for his
faith soon led the Rev. J. Ogden to appoint him
the steward of the new-formed little society at
Kexbro'. William protested that he could scarce
tell the difference between the letters M and N, and
furthermore, that he could not even write his own
name creditably. But Mr. Ogden would not heed
his protests, and, in harmony with the wish of the
Church, he insisted on his choice. Although there
were several instances of remarkable procedure for
awhile on the part of the new steward, yet Mr.
Ogden and the Kexbro' Society were abundantly
justified in their selection.
Their appointment
tested William's power of determination, and he set
to work to master his M's and N's, not only in
reading, but in writing, and a few weeks after his
appointment both the Church members and his
critical observers outside were amused one day to
read a public notice in a strange scrawling hand,
not seen before, which made it clear that "THE
ANNUALMONTHLYTEA" of the Kexbro' M. N. C.
Mission would shortly take place. Of course it soon
became known that William Challenger, anxious
that this should be a specially good monthly tea,
had made this striking announcement, and he had to
suffer the unmerciful chaff of his old companions.
He met their sarcasm with a smiling face, and
offered another name for their consideration, play-
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fully calling himself" Billy the Blunderer," a name
which stuck to him even unto his early mission days.
He now began a campaign of house-to-house
visitation, and wherever he got a chance he
confessed his Saviour by testimony and prayer
in the homes of enemies and friends alike, constraining and even compelling the partly penitent
to pray with him too. He also confessed Christ by
continuous tract distribution and open-air work,
and this work he faithfully fulfilled week-by-week
for years, until his hearty confession and ready
service for Christ led him beyond his native village,
and into a much wider sphere of Christian labour.

CHAPTER

IV.

The Young " Kexbro' Bishop.''
"This one thing I do, forgetting those things which are behind, and
reaching forth unto those things which are before, I press toward
the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus."

T was not long after William Challenger's
conversion and public confession of faith
that his earnestness in redeeming the past
began to make its mark on the profits of the publichouse. The weekly takings there almost immediately
began to go down. His overflowing life, ready wit,
and song-singing ability were absent from the centre
of worldly attraction in the neighbourhood, and the
publican felt the effect financially. This counteraction to "the trade " upon the part of his late
leading singer began to displease the publican, and
this displeasure was increased when he was told
that " Sparrow" was "chirping"
in the Bands of
Hope of the district, along with another ardent
young teetotaler, and running down the drink
traffic and all who had any dealings with it,
especially brewers and publicans.
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Publican.

What was particularly displeasing to the landlord
was William's persuasive powers in getting pledges.
This temperance activity on the part of William
Challenger and his old companion (now saved
like himself), led to their being threatened.
For
it came to their ears that the publican had declared
that he would turn them out of the club-room which
they rented from him for their services. This
gave them great concern, as there was then in
the village no other place large enough to accommodate them
during the hours of worship.
They laid the matter before the Lord, and the
storm blew over. Some of the rack of it remained,
however, so that the few faithful friends of New
Connexion Methodism in Kexbro' felt they would
soon have to get a place of worship of their own.
Moreover, they longed to get away from the sights
and odours which greeted them when they came to
the club-room Mission.
It was only afterwards that they saw that the
Lord's will was behind the publican's threat, and
that they were being thus divinely led into a larger
and better place. About this time also, a person
whose sinful pleasures were endangered through
William Challenger's growing Christian zeal, deliberately and secretly but unsuccessfully tried to
poison him. The Lord was mindful of his own and
kept His servant from all harm.
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But so far did the strain of other matters
proceed that it was only by much diplomacy that
the landlord could be prevailed upon to consent to
his Methodist Mission tenants holding an open-air
meeting.
"We're

bound

to have

t'Bishop."

At last, heartily encouraged by their now
generally recognised leader, the "great-hearted" few
definitely made up their minds to work for a new
sanctuary.
Several loyal and self-sacrificing sisters
begged a few shillings, and, buying material, they commenced a Sewing Meeting. One of these sisters had
by this time given their beloved leader the high title
by which he has seriously and deservedly been called
by very many ever since. A local preacher had
disappointed the Mission members on a particular
Sunday, and, as on several occasions previously, the
friends told William he must fill up the gap. As
they were on the way to the meeting that night the
sisters met a neighbour and begged her to come
with them. "Who's praichin'?"
she said. Said
one in answer, "We're bound to have t'Bishop."
"What Bishop?" said this neighbour, with open
eyes of expectation and surprise. "Why, t'Bishop,"
was the further answer. "But wheer thru'?" was
the next urgent enquiry.
"Why, t'Bishop o'
Kesper to be sure," was the conclusive reply. And
from that day to this William Challenger has been
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of Kexbro' ," and right well he

A neighbouring clergyman tried to get him to
become the occasional lay-reader in connection with
his parish, offering him eight shillings a week. This
was a great temptation to a man who was only
earning at that time about eighteen shillings a
week, and had a wife and family to keep. After
a long and earnest conversation William Challenger
very decidedly said, "Thank you, sir, but I have
chosen my lot, and have said and still say, 'This
people shall be my people and their God my God.'"
And so, amid tears, the conversation closed
between the one man of God and the other, and to
this day both have exhibited true Christian friendliness one toward the other.

Becomes

a Local

Preacher.

But if Kexbro's Bishop did not become a layreader in connection with his parish, he became a
Sunday School and Band of Hope Superintendent,
a Class Leader, and eventually a Local Preacher
and Missioner in the Barnsley Circuit of the
It is often grateMethodist New Connexion.
fully recalled by the friends of those early classmeeting days, that, while through grace their leader
quickened them in the Spirit, they gently led him
on to proficiency in reading. For, whenever, in
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lining out a hymn or expounding the Scriptures,
he came to a hard word, they would not permit
him to say " Manchester"
and pass on, but
insisted on his rightly pronouncing and understanding the difficult words as they came up
in his public reading before them.
And how eager he was to get to those classmeetings ! running home regularly at top speed on
class night ; for he would oftener than not be late
leaving work.
At that time he worked on " the top" at a slackwashing machine, which was very much out of
repair. And many are the earnest prayers he has
breathed for its ricketty machinery, that it might not
break down on class-meeting day, and so hinder hi5
work, and stop him from getting there. And again and
again on class-night did he and the faithful few with
him witness that old slack-washer do its work
admirably all day long and until within a few
moments of finishing time, and many were the extra
doxologies they sang in consequence.
"Hallelujah!

" and

a Black

Face.

If he could not reach class in time in any other
way he would come straight from work, basket and
tea-can in hand. A number will never forget the
shock they got the first time his coal-black face
suddenly appeared at the head of the darkly-shaded
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Mission Room staircase and he as suddenly shouted
"Hallelujah,"
with all the lung power which he
possessed. The members were quietly sitting in
devout meditation or bending in prayerful attitude,
waiting for the commencement of the meeting, and
so were hardly prepared for one who appeared more
like a son of darkness than of light shouting out
their favourite shibboleth. The alarm gave place to
happy laughter as they remembered that it was but
a bit of his old-time prankish spirit coming out in a
new and praise-giving form. Often afterwards he
led his class with his face as black as the stove he
stood by.
No one seemed to handle young converts so
persuasively as he did in leading them forward
to a thorough grip of saving truth, and in
getting them to confess their growing belief in
their Blessed Redeemer.
He has been known
to get forty to testify intelligently in ten minutes.
With suitable chorus, ejaculatory prayer, and
wise and witty counsel, he would intersperse
their testimonies, and inspire them to respond to
his call with such a glad heart that their faces were
wreathed with smiles from the start to the finish of
a meeting.
Work

Among the
ful, gathering

among

the

Children.

children he was equally successthem into his house for a
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Junior Society Class and Band of Hope ; for the
Club-room Mission was not allowed him for such a
purpose. Band of Hope work was no light task in
those days, and it took no little courage to perform
it. Amongst very respectable Church goers and
leaders it was tabooed, and in a certain Church a
friend of William's, who was a Band of Hope
enthusiast, was called a "young monkey" and told
to "shut up," because he prayed for the temperance
cause. Amongst other things he trained the young
people in " hymn " tunes, and got them to sing
them through the village in place of common songs,
making them glad in a Christian way. So hallowed
did that home become by these class-meeting
associations that it lovingly came to be called
"t'Vicarage,"
and so fruitful were these junior
meetings that everyone who gathered within them
is to-day not only saved but doing noble service for
Christ at home or abroad. One who is now a
prominent local preacher used to listen at the
window-sill to the singing and praying going on
inside the house ; and he dates his first spiritual
impulse to the days when he committed such
pardonable eavesdropping.
"t'Owd

Lad's

Pulling

and

Tugging."

As his work became increasingly influential
with some, there were others who made life
increasingly trying for him. One day he was
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charged with firing a wagon of coke, when
in fact he had nothing whatever to do with
the mishap. A relative of an under-manager was
entirely to blame, and knew it, as also did his
workmates, but they and he all swore that it was
William Challenger, and so he was not permitted
by the management to open his mouth for a moment
in self-defence. He meekly bore the unjust condemnation and paid the demand.
He patiently
bore with other false accusations.
Some years
after, in the time of the great coal strike of 1893,
and when William Challenger was only poor
himself, he found this cruel enemy very much
poorer ; and to show there was no bitter feeling in
his heart, he befriended him in a very substantial
manner.
Another man that he worked under at the
coke ovens systematically ill"treated him for a
long time, and last of all dealt so cruelly with him
that as by the Divine Spirit William Challenger
solemnly declared, " The time will come when God
will surely visit you for this." This man apparently
prospered for a few years in material things, and
then, settling down in a public-house for life, he
immediately sickened and died. Another who had
greatly persecuted him and been solemnly warned
for so doing, sought out his old helper before he
died. Iu tears he confessed his deep sorrow for his
wrong-doing, and in return he received the prayerful
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consolations of the man he had grieved, and yet
who bore him no malice whatever. In the midst of
this constant and sometimes exceedingly cruel
persecution he said to himself one day, "Shall I
give up, or go on just as before?"
He decided that
he would go on, taking no notice, as he called it,
"of t'owd lad's pulling and tugging."
u

It's no use, lads,

I mun

ha' mi prayer."

It had become his habit at dinner time to retire
to a secluded part of the engine room for secret
prayer.
This gradually getting known_ to his
tormenters, they used the fact against him as much
as ever they could. He had also begun to find it
easy to drop on his knees in prayer for his enemies
close by their sides, and just when they had
ill-treated him. He had done this many a time,
and they meant to "get even with him." So one
snowy day, as they filled the engine-room
where he was accustomed to offer his midday prayer, they watched
to see what he
would do.
He waited a little while, and then
said smilingly, "It's no use, lads, I mun ha'
mi prayer," and thereupon he fell upon his knees
in prayer.
There were those who carried the
information in a tale-bearing spirit to the head
manager, in the hope that William Challenger would
be reproved, if not dismissed ; but, contrary to
expectation, the manager said, "He's been there
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before," and he forbade anyone interfering with him
henceforth at the time of his noon-day devotions,
and gradually that season came to be looked upon
as sacred to the "Bishop," even by rough men and
youths.
In those seasons, too, the " Bishop"
prayed continuously for a revival among the young
men of Kexbro' especially, and those prayers were
answered eventually by a continuous revival.
Doubtless the good ·workmanship
of William
Challenger during the specified hours of duty was
quite satisfactory to the management of the Colliery
Company, and they did not want a good servant
disturbed.
By this time he had got advanced to a
coke burner's position, and the testimony of an old
work-mate is to the effect that conversion made
William Challenger a much more vigorous workman,
for he was "always going at express speed and
singing and whistling as he worked." He showed
the same spirit in everything, doing with all his
might whatever he had to do. Often he would
stand straight up, and as a bird poised with wings
at full stretch ready for heavenward flight, then he
would sing, and afterwards shout, "Glory ! " Then
he would run with his well-filled barrow of coke as
if it were a mere nothing. This was his stimulant,
and he needed no other.
He would pray at every conceivable opportunity,
and on one occasion a few men, standing together in
a tunnelled passage way at the pit as he came along,
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dared him to pray with them.
They neither
expected nor desired him to accept the challenge,
but to their amazement and alarm he dropped
upon his knees and poured out a torrent of earnest
supplication that God would have mercy upon them
for their drinking and gambling ways. The effect
was electric. Before they could recover themselves
and escape they felt the full shock of discomfiture
through his thrilling intercession for them.
" I could

kill

you."

His workmates not only tormented and tried
him at work; they would not let him alone at
home. There was one in particular who systematically spoiled his garden for four years, digging up
the plants, cutting through his currant trees at the
roots, and breaking down others, and so making
them useless for fruit-bearing.
A friend said to him
once, " And can you stand that ? " His answer
simply was, "There is one pleased, at any rate-let
him do it if he likes." At the end of the fourth
year, when the "Bishop" thought he had killed any
remaining spirit of retaliation, his tormentor did
something outrageously beyond all his other persecutions. Unexpectedly roused to strong indignation,
William stood over his persecutor and said, " I
could kill you," and then, turning with shame for
his outburst of temper, he fled to his own upper
room and wept his way back to Christ.
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One Saturday afternoon, too, the old passion
showed itself for cricket playing, and he took
extraordinary means to check it. The wagonettes
were drawn up in front of the public-house opposite
his home, ready to convey the players to a match in
a distant village. How strong was the desire to
accept the many invitations constantly given him to
start playing again. But this meant to acquiesce in
the card-playing and other gambling and drinking
which took place on the journey out and home.
No ! he must not ; he could not ; he would not go.
And so, retiring for a few minutes to remove his
change clothes, he soon re-appeared with his pitclothes on, and proceeded to clear out the fall-pipe
and other drains about his homestead.
He was
busy with his work when the cricketers passed by.
They teased him for a home bird, and shouted what
pleasure they were going to have, but that evening
William Challenger had far greater pleasure than
they. For as he meditated in one of his old haunts,
down by the flowing waters and along a leafy
pathway in the Cawthorne Park, he had a very
remarkable vision-too
sacred to utter-of
God's
goodness to him, and also of God's will concerning
him for the future. God had tested His servant
and proved him, and now He prepared him in vision
for a great appointment.
The "Bishop's"
Champion
Band.
His

prayer

for

revival

now

begah

to be
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answered, and other young men were added
to his following.
As with himself, so with
his followers-prayer
and bold and cheerful
witnessing for Christ became their prominent
characteristics.
The warm fervour also of the
humble meeting room now overflowed into the lanes
and fields in the neighbourhood of Kexbro', and on
Saturday afternoons and evenings and Sunday
mornings the " Bishop's " Champion Band might
be found in some quiet and shaded place praying
unto the Lord. The landlord now showed them
the barest toleration, and would not permit the use
of the club-room on Sunday mornings, consequently
they went out into the hedgerows for their Band
Meetings and Prayer Meetings. One place in
particular was made sacred by such gatherings.
This was the site of an old and disused pit mound,
which stood in the midst of a field and was grassgrown, bracken covered, and tree crowned. The
seven o'clock early morning Prayer Meetings were
held at the top of the mound in summer, and in the
winter in a thatched cattle-shed at the foot of the
mound.
Many and blessed were the precious
seasons when thus "the Bishop " and his faithful
followers, with their faces upturned in prayer, met the
rising sun in his morning splendour; and every shade
of living green, and a great variety of flowers around,
added grace to their meetings, and mingled their
voices with those of the little band in praise to God.
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Working.

It was no uncommon thing for the members of
this Champion Band on a Sunday morning
to lovingly surround those who felt the folly of their
Saturday night carousals. They would enter into
quiet and earnest conversation with them, and
persuade them to go a walk, then, dropping down
suddenly beneath some overhanging tree or shady
hedge, they would pray that their penitent companion might enter into the light and power of
God's great and wondrous salvation. Those early
Sunday morning walks and talks captured much
"game,"
so it is said. And since they were
becoming so uncomfortable at the club-room, never
a meeting passed but what they asked the Lord to
open up the way for them to get a new chapel.
One Saturday evening they stole into a recessed
portion of a wood near to the highway side, and
knelt to pray. They must have been there nearly
three hours, for it was almost dark when they came
out again. The chief gamekeeper of the estate,
passing at the time, sharply enquired what they had
been doing there. " We've been asking the Lord
to give us a new chapel," they said, "and also for
power to get folk saved." He seemed satisfied with
their answer and appearances, and passed on. He
would not have been satisfied a few years, and in
some instances a few months before, for with some
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of them he had had much trouble. Yes; they were
truly anxious for a new sanctuary, for very dear
though the club-room had become to them by many
hallowing seasons, yet, so trying were the conditions
under which they held it, that they pined for release
as the Israelites did of old from Egypt ; and deliverance was nigh.
A Giet oC Land

Cor a Chapel.

With the help of their Midgley friends and the
estate agent, they approached the Lord of the
Manor, who had just bought some dilapidated
cottages. This property was on a narrow and
triangular piece of ground at the lower end of the
village, in the fork of the Barnsley and Darton roads.
That success might be assured to their appeal the
" Bishop " and his people held special prayer
meetings.
As a result these old cottages and the ground
they stood on were conveyed to them as a free gift,
and, with a little strip of land allowed them by the
Local Board, they came into possession of a capital
site.
The ·" Bishop " immediately consecrated this
site. Every morning as he went to work he called
for a few minutes at the cottages, and, kneeling
behind the front door of the topmost cottage, he
poured out his heartfelt prayer to God, praying that
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His blessing of salvation might rest upon all in the
village of Kexbro', through the holy house shortly to
be reared in their midst.
And now began days of further activity for him.
Often in a day would he run up to the top of the
waste heap at the Colliery to see if the work of
unroofing the buildings had begun, and eagerly would
he hurry from work that he might labour for the
masons and builders when the foundations were
commenced and the building was in progress. Any
work that could be done for farmers at nights was
gladly taken up, and the wages received were given
to the Building Fund. His people readily followed
his good example.
The day of the foundation stone-laying came,
and from far and near throughout the Circuit the
people flocked to the help of the Kexbro' " Bishop "
and his loyal people.
'' Felt

as IC he'd

won

a leg

oC Mutton."

Many tears of joy were shed, and many hearty
songs of thanksgiving were rendered. The "Bishop"
was in his glory, and said, as he placed seven pounds
ten shillings on his stone beside the entrance, "The
chapel is bound ta stand, cause 'tis founded on
t'Rock."
He declared, too, that he "felt as if he'd
won a leg of mutton in a raffle." The tea and
meeting were held in the Day School, kindly lent
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for the occasion, which led to certain reminiscences.
"Here," said the Kexbro' "Bishop," "I started
and finished my education at seven years of age,
getting no further than straight strokes and pothooks.
Then I had to go to work.
Here
I came to a Night School for a few weeks when I
was about eighteen, but I didn't do much better,
for on being given a copy-book and told how to
write my copy, I began at the top line, and, rainbow
fashion, dipped down until I finished at the sixth
line. He went on to say that the sight of his awkward attempt made the teachers laugh so immoderately that it rather discouraged him, and
somewhat disinclined him just then to make further
progress.
The fact was also re-called by some that three
separate attempts had been made to mission
Kexbro', but without success, until the Lord saved
William Challenger. Then the "Devil's Pinfold,"
as Kexbro' had been called, began to be transformed
into the Lord's pasturage.
Leaving
the House oC Bondage.
The work of erection went rapidly on, and it
was declared by some that the " Bishop " eagerly
watched every stone put into the building. No
one sang more frequently and fervently than he
"I love Thy Church, 0 God,
Her walls before Thee stand ;
Dear as the apple of Thine eye,
And graven on Thy hand."
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For he has been known to toil so early and so late
for it as to fall asleep within its walls, and it was
more than suspected later that, holding as he did
the honorary caretaker's keys, he was in the habit
of praying in the building alone for hours, seeking
blessing upon it, when he ought to have been in his
bed sleeping.
When the opening day came, there was more
elation at Kexbro' than if Royalty were being
entertained.
The " Bishop " said in his remarks
that" they'd left Egypt and t'house o' bondage and
got to t'promised land, among t'milk an' honey."
His words were both a fitting retrospect and prospect,
for, from being barely tolerated they had passed
at once into a glorious sense of liberty, and were
able without restraint to attack very aggressively
the iniquities of the village by grand open-air
meetings ; and they did it with all their heart,
mind, soul, and strength, until even the unconverted
also called William Challenger "t'Bishop,"
and
flocked to the sanctuary as they would not to the
club-room Mission.

The

Great

Kexbro'

Revival.

What is now spoken of as the first great
Kexbro' revival commenced shortly afterwards,
and those who have since become important
and leading characters in the civic and social life of
the neighbourhood were then led to the Lord. The
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night these outstanding conversions took place the
" Bishop " swung his arms round like the sails of a
windmill, and struck up :" 0 for a thousand tongues to sing
My great Redeemer's praise."

At the close of this glorious service, he walked out
of the village, and containing his pent-up praise as
long as he could, he then ran for fifty yards with a
swiftness that would have put a champion sprinter
to shame. Following this, he took a flying leap into
the air and shouted, " Hey, bless the Lord, it's
Glory," with such power that he was clearly heard
about a mile away.
He was frequently heard a long way off when
speaking in the open-air. And how powerful were
those open-air meetings.
Like a general " the
Bishop" marshalled his forces, and, with military
discipline, and yet with Christian joy, he and his
champions triumphantly swept through the village
several times a week, and did much to lift the people
to a higher moral and spiritual condition. No one
dared to deny the" Bishop's" command as he bade
them go to the homes of certain of the unconverted
and plead with them to turn to God. In fact,
however timorous they might be, their love for their
leader would not let them even think of refusing.
His power over the young men was exceptional.
He has been known to have eighteen or twenty
speaking in turn in the village square ; and some
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of them would prepare for hours just to speak five
minutes. They were inspired with such a high
sense of duty that no one failed to be at his post,
however difficult it might be to fulfil it. Did they
ever hesitate for a moment, then his smiling face
and cheery words, "Come along, Captain, and tell
them what the Lord has done for you," would be
sure to draw them out before the people. How
glowingly warm, too, were the indoor meetings for
prayer and testimony; how white-hot the fervour
of the love-feasts. In an ecstasy of joy, "the
Bishop " would now and then lift his broad hand
and bring it down with no uncertain sound upon
the back of one and another of his flock as he said,
"Bless the Lord, brother ; just have a word."
He would cry, "Now let us have no musty, fusty
experiences, but up-to-date ones, if you please."
This appeal would be followed by numbers wanting
to speak at once. And the work, begun in such a
warm atmosphere of faith and love, goes on in the
same good way amid another rising generation.

CHAPTER

V.

His Call to Preach and Mission.
"I must preach the Kingdom of God to other cities also."
"Woe is unto me, if I preach not the Gospel."

l]

IS

Kexbro' friends, as may have been
gathered, were very wishful that "the
Bishop " should be a recognised local
preacher. They were glad witnesses of the fact
that it was as natural for him to preach as it is for
a lark to sing.
They were first made a ware of this when, one
Sabbath, a fully accredited local preacher disappointed them, and it fell to his lot to take the services.
Though William Challenger could not read the
Scriptures intelligently to them, yet .he spoke on the
deep things of God and the heart-hunger of men
with such unction that at both services the people
were broken down with tears of contrition, and
there were "signs following." Calls were made
upon him to speak at tea-meetings here and there
in the locality, and his gladness of heart as he spoke
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of his great Redeemer, and his cheerful humour and
goodwill, never failed to bring joy and hope to such
gatherings.
" We like good 'uns."
One Sunday a local preacher friend, who was not
well, persuaded him to go with him to a distant
appointment and assist him in the duties of the
day. The Society Steward met them at the door,
and, eyeing the "learner"
all over, shook his
head and whispered in the ear of the responsible
preacher, " You know how particular we are here ;
we like good 'uns." That day the "learner" spoke
effectively from the text, " Be ye steadfast, unmoveable, always abounding in the work of the Lord ;
forasmuch as ye know that your labour is not in
vain in the Lord." This text he had proved and
illustrated in his own life, so that he could speak
from it with all his soul. He now gave good hopes
of coming up to the exacting demands of even
the most prejudiced. The Circuit Superintendent
was the next to request him to preach. " But what
shall I preach ? " said he. " Why, preach from the
text, 'Follow me ! '" said the Superintendent.
"But what shall I say? " again asked the young
beginner. "Why, tell them what you've had to do
and to give up to follow Christ." He did so as best
he could, and had a "good time."
The friends throughout the Circuit were at
first differently impressed concerning him. Many
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could not understand him standing upon the
pulpit chair when, in glowing earnestness, he
approached the close of his sermon.
But he
would answer that " he didn't see why he
shouldn't stand on a pulpit chair to preach
Christ when he had stood on a public-house table to
sing for the devil." Many could not understand
him spending so much time in prayer upon his
knees in the pulpit during the singing of the hymns.
It is also remembered that when he commenced his
preaching probation he could only read two lessons
correctly, one being that great classic of divine
consolation, the fourteenth of John, which showed
the bent of his mind toward a deep spirituality even
at that time. If he had three services at one place
in one day, he had to get someone to read a lesson
for him at his third service, or he must read one of
his two lessons over again. But his noble Kexbro'
friends, together with his own steady perseverance
and hunger for the Word, soon altered his limited
knowledge of the Scriptures.
A Question

oC Roots.

Through the four quarters of his probation
he progressed wonderfully, and came in due
course to his examination.
Among other typical
answers which he gave to questions put, the
following are remembered.
He was asked
what was the root of a certain term in connection
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with a given doctrine, and thinking surely that roots
only had to do with gardens and fields and the like,
he replied : "Oh, we don't grow that sort 'n a root
at Kesper." When asked if he were a Nonconformist or an Episcopalian, he said : "I don't know
what I am, but thank God I know I'm nicely saved."
He was further asked how he would divide and
sub-divide a given text. He answered : "Eh, if I
cut it up like that I couldn't put it together ageean."
He had previously preached his trial sermon in the
Ebenezer Church one week evening, and his theme
to-day was his theme then-" Seek first the Kingdom
of God." This gave every satisfaction, since it
manifested his undying passion for the salvation of
perishing souls.
The

call

to leave

Kexbro'.

The vote for his acceptance to full plan was
heartily unanimous, and special requests for his
services began to pour in. About this time a bosom
friend, who talked much with him daily about the
things of the higher life, began to pray without
ceasing for him that he might be led into all the
fulness of God and made ready for the higher
sphere to which he saw that he was called. Every
Monday morning, as they met at the coke ovens,
each would ask the other what kind of a day they
had had on the Sunday, and so each inflamed the
other's desire in the great work of soul-winning. At
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last this friend led William Challenger to see the
need for giving up all for the sake of special
service for God. Then the Lord had been preparing
His servant for this surrender by weaning him from
an exclusive love for Kexhro'. At one time, if he
had been offered all the gold in the land, he would
not have left Kexbro'. But a further course of
especially severe persecution drove him from that
position, or, as he himself puts it, " Life was made
bitter by old Pharaoh,'' and he became willing to
accept the opportunity for regular evangelistic work
as soon as divine providence placed it in his way.
He knew it would mean a big loss to him, for he had
by now been advanced to a good position at the cokeovens. The money, however, appeared as nought,
and henceforth he felt that the question of much or
little, or even none, should not stand in his way.
The will of the Lord must be done at all costs.
The very morning after the Divine will clearly and
definitely became his own, he received a deep
impression that something extraordinary would
happen that day, to indicate the way he should take.
Becomes

a Missioner.

That morning, too, his bosom friend had been
talking to him again about going out into the work.
He remembered also a remark of an old local
preacher friend of his made the day previous, to this
effect, "Have you never thought of becoming a
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Missioner and giving your life to the work ? " So
he answered his bosom friend, saying, "You would
be surprised if someone were to come for me
to-day ? " And only a short time had elapsed
before they saw a man coming towards them
enquiring for William Challenger. It turned out
that this person wanted him to go to a place called
Netherton, some eight miles away, to conduct, or
rather continue, a fortnight's Mission amongst the
Primitive Methodists there. Their Missioner, he
said, had been suddenly called away, almost as soon
as he commenced, and Mr. William Earnshaw, of
Midgley, after filling the gap for a night or two, had
strongly advised them to go to Kexbro' and persuade
\Villiam Challenger to carry on the Mission. The
" Bishop " took this to be an outward manifestation
of a divine call, and, procuring leave of absence, he
began his work as a Missioner. It was stated that
his work in this Horbury Primitive Methodist
Circuit was to be for a fortnight, but here and there
throughout the Circuit it went on wonderfully for
nine weeks. Great success was vouchsafed in every
place visited, and many souls were saved, upwards
of two hundred publicly confessing conversion. To
this day the fruits are seen in the many Christian
friends who greet their spiritual father on the streets
and stations of the towns he visits, reminding him
of that course of Mission Services. With a smile,
too, they recall the strange announcement which
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led them to come and listen to him, which was to
the effect that they must " Look out ! Billy the
Blunderer is coming."
A Colliery

Explosion.

Immediately after Missioning at Thornhill Edge,
there was a colliery explosion at the Thornhill
Calms Pit, and some of the converts in Mr.
Challenger's Missions were found dead, and kneeling
in a circle around their class-leader. Having been
their Missioner so recently, he ministered prayer
and consolation to the bereaved. He preached also,
with tremendous effect, the memorial service which
followed. With heartfelt pain and love he recalled
to their remembrance the prophetic words of an
aged and saintly sister at the close of his Mission
amongst them. The power of the Lord had been
mightily present to heal every one of their souls in
all their meetings, and yet, while many responded,
there were many who refused to yield to God,
although in great anguish of heart. On the closing
night, after the most tender and powerful impression
had been made upon all, the anguished ones stili
refused God's call, and this dear old sister then
declared that something terrible would certainly
happen in their midst; and, sad to relate, the terrible
thing she foreshadowed soon came to pass.
His evangelistic work had so far extended that
his leave of absence from the Colliery had
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long expired, and, as summer was fast coming on,
he found himself without any engagements.
He
then turned his hand to work in the fields and as
mason's helper, earning an honest penny as best he
could. But though some thought he had exchanged
a permanent for a precarious form of livelihood, he
had no fears, and never once looked back. Though
a poor man, he was a very happy one. The
following winter found him successfully conducting
Missions in his own beloved Barnsley Circuit of the
Methodist New Connexion, and later it was decided
to send him down to the Hoyland Church for a
month's mission. This stay lengthened out to
eight months, and the work was not without success
there, though done under very trying circumstances.
For Hoyland at that time was a kind of "white
elephant," its finances and organization burdening
the Quarterly Meeting continually in its deliberations.
" What should be done ? What could be done for
Hoyland ? " were questions asked quarter after
quarter, and as frequently put aside almost in despair.
The burden had been created through an extension effort, which left a two thousand three
hundred pounds debt upon a small working-class
congregation, who shortly afterwards, and without
warning, were made poor by the immediate removal
from the neighbourhood of a large Ironworks
Company.
Moreover, about this time, this burden
received the sympathetic consideration of the Con-
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ference, but little was done for its practical relief
until six months later.
How

a Pair

of" Boots

came.

The summer had come again and partly gone.
William Challenger was earning a little by occasional
employment. By dint of much pinching he had
managed to get himself a new suit of clothes in preparation for the next mission season, but he did not
know what to do for a pair of boots. He told his
Heavenly Father how he had tried, where he had failed,
and what he wanted. The next day a poor workingman from Hoyland, himself on short time, brought
to him a pair of boots, towards which he
and others as poor as himself, had contributed.
They had done this, he said, feeling that the Lord
would have them show just in that way their deep
appreciation of his services in their midst.
A Difficult

Appointment.

It was three years after this that the members
of the Quarterly Meeting definitely decided to place
the Kexbro' Bishop at Hoyland, as its stationed
Missioner, for twelve months. In the meantime he
held Missions at Skelmanthorpe, Clay Cross, Pudsey,
Scissett, Denby Dale, Cawthorne, Birdsedge, Silkstone, Higham, Thornhill, Thornhill Edge, Middlestown, Netherton, Stockton, Bolton, and other places.
Several leading brethren made themselves responsible
for the Hoyland appointment.
Hoyland Common
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also, another struggling cause at that time, was to
receive some of his attention.
However, the chief
service, because of the extreme necessity of the
case, was to be given to Hoyland. This difficult
Hoyland appointment put to the test all the powers
of organization which Brother Challenger possessed,
and he fully and bravely met it. On going to reside
there he found the place in such a sad state that
renovation inside and outside the building was
necessary, before anything could be done in attacking
the debt. A new heating apparatus was urgently
needed also, before the people could be induced to
come into the place in winter. He gathered the
few friends together, and said that these things must
be altered if they were ever going to pull down their
debt. They said they only wished they could alter
things, but they were hopeless, work was so bad,
collections were so small, friends were so few and
also so poor, and the cost of up-keep was so heavy.
" But we must all set to work and work our
hardest," he said, and, in addition to his ordinary
work he begged and lectured and lectured and
begged throughout the next two years, until most of
the £250 required for the alterations were raised.
These alterations being effected and the place turned
into a very pretty sanctuary, the way was clear for
extended action ; and now, by a great effort through
several years, in which the friends of the Church
and of the Circuit have followed the lead of their
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courageous and devoted Missioner, the debt has
been reduced to manageable limits, and the spiritual
life of the Church abundantly quickened. Difficulties and discouragements sufficient to dishearten
and crush most men have been nobly borne, and
have left this good man undaunted.
Still he
perseveres, full of faith and hope that there are yet
in store for this Church seasons of great refreshing.
Reducing

the

Debt.

The friends at Hoyland Common have also found
in their Missioner an energetic organiser. Under
their "Bishop"
they have reduced their debt in
eight years from £650 to £350, besides meeting
satisfactorily their current financial needs. They
have extended their chapel accommodation, by taking
in two houses which had brought them in ten pounds
a year. Eight years ago the membership stood at
five, with forty scholars. Now it is eighty, with
twenty-seven on trial, and two hundred and fifty
scholars. He has also raised them handsome sums
of money for their new Schools by his impressive
lecturing and soliciting of subscriptions.
These
Schools are to cost four hundred pounds. They were
greatly needed to meet the growing demands of an
increasing numbers of scholars, and it is confidently
expected that they will be opened free of debt. The
Hoyland Common friends presented him with a
Student's Bible on the occasion of his laying a
foundation stone of their new Schools.

HIS

CALL

TO

PREACH

AND

MISSION.
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But this call to bear largely the financial burdens
of these Churches does not mean that the greater
call is obscured. His passion for souls is none the
less fervent because he has to help to gather in the
pounds, shillings and pence. He has a happy knack
of combining a money-raising with a soul-saving
effort ; and many and varied are the instances of
most fruitful ingathering of saved men and women
through his eight years of service as stationed
Missioner in the Hoyland section of the Barnsley
Circuit.
For, although Mr. Challenger was put
down at Hoyland in 1897 for a year, his stay has been
extended, at the express yearly wish of the Quarterly
Meeting, up to the present time, and now he is
appointed to Mission throughout the Circuit in the
winter months, with occasional opportunities for
Missioning outside it

CHAPTER

Some

Striking

VI.

Results.

"I have ordained you that ye should go and bring forth fruit, and
that your fruit should remain."
"I desire fruit that may abound."

NOTICEABLE
feature in the work of
William Challenger is the great percentage
of results which abide. This is due to
the fact that he is more anxious to glorify Christ
than to please a crowd ; and is more concerned to
save souls and inspire men to noble character, than
to count up numbers.
An observant editor, in referring to a Mission of
his, once said:-"
Like a wise man, he avoids the
tricks and dodges of many so-called evangelists,
who at times bring religious services into disrepute
by their unorthodox methods."
But not only so, he furthermore considers that it
is sometimes necessary nearly to clear a church to
cleanse it and fit it for its special work ; and that
work he believes to be pre-eminently the saving of
souls.
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When he conducted his first Mission at Hoyland,
during the big strike of 1893, although monetary
needs were so pressing as to call for immediate and
urgent consideration, yet the winning of souls was
always put first in all things.
Although but new to
the work, it was surprising what tact he showed,
and how he kept his hold upon the men.
But this is a distinctive feature of all his Missioning, namely, his power over men.
"What

shall

we do 1"

There was one case during that Mission which
is worthy of note~ It was that of a young man who
continued coming to the meetings, but only to
create hindrance by his marked and insolent indifference. This young man went out of his way to
parade his disregard, especially for the singing,
praying, preaching, and exhorting which took place.
Among other things he would loll about or lie down
in the pew he occupied and read his newspaper
before the gaze of the congregation.
This conduct
continued night after night, and so preyed upon the
Missioner's mind that at last he said to his old
friend, who was assisting him for a week, "John,
what shall we do about this matter ? " John replied,
"There's one thing we have not done. We have
not claimed God's promise, which says' that if two
of you shall agree on earth as touching anything
that they shall ask, it shall be done for them of my
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Father which is in heaven.'"
"Now," he said,
"that's just it." They went into the front room of
their lodgings and definitely brought the matter
before the Lord, and as they prayed their faith was
increased until they laid hold of the promise.
The next night they proceeded to the service
full of faith, and the power of God was so manifestly
at work in their midst as to baffle description.
One
after another came out and publicly yielded themselves with broken and contrite heart unto the Lord.
Up to that time this young man had got harder
and harder, although he could not stay away from
the meetings. But as the Missioner and his helper
kept hold of God in prayer for him, he suddenly
rose and ran with a rush to the penitent form, falling
prostrate and finding mercy.
And often since that day has he seen strong men
made weaker than little children and lying helpless
at the mercy seat, reminding him of the scenes
which took place at the preachings of John Wesley.
Another instance of the early Hoyland days is
worth noticing, especially as it only came to light
years after. This instance he recalled, by way of
illustration, when contending that, whether people
say we are beside ourselves or not, we ought to bear
our Christian testimony regularly before men.
"I'm a Bad Devil."
The best compliment, he says, which was ever
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paid him was by a man who sent for him just when
he thought that the devil was about to get him.
This man was then one of the most wicked men in
Hoyland, and on getting to his dying bed Mr.
Challenger was greeted in the following fashion :
"Now, Mr. Challenger, I want to say one or two
things before you get agate. First, I'm a bad devil.''
"Oh, well," said the Missioner," there's a chance
for you if you admit you're a bad 'un. It's these
good 'uns that don't mend and get saved.''
"And second," this man continued, "I want to
tell you what I thought of you the first time you
came into our street and hung your jacket and hat
up on an old clothes prop, and then preached.
Why, I thought that you were about ready for
Wadsley Asylum. But I don't think so now. I
don't think so now," he repeated, "and I thought
I'd say this before you got to business."
This man, needless to say, was won to heartbroken penitence, and lived long enough to witness
a good confession. He died saying with assurance
that the Good Shepherd had found him, and with
the words " Glory be to God '' on his lips.
On speaking at Hoyland Common one day a
notoriously dissolute man heard him, and, though
quite drunk at the time, he followed him to the preaching service, and afterwards vowed that he would come
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again. He came again several times, but was drunk on
every occasion. At last the Truth fully apprehended
him, and now he is one of the most energetic of
soul winners in the locality. He follows men up
with the eagerness of a persistent canvasser, and
even insists on calling them out of bed, to get them
to the early morning men's own meeting.
Mr. Challenger has been remarkably used in
gathering in drunkards and getting them to sign the
pledge upon their conversion.
A fearfully blasphemous drunkard came into one
of his Sheffield meetings, and going up to him, Mr.
Challenger put his hand upon his head and prayed
earnestly for him. Since that hour the man has
been quite changed. He says he can still feel Mr.
Challenger's hand upon his head and hear him
praying. And his wife insists that they have got an
altogether new home through that prayer.
Signs

and

Wonders

at Mapplewell.

So wonderfully was "the Bishop" used at
Mapplewell and Staincross in connection with their
Free Church Council Missions, two or three years
ago, that the publicans openly declared that they
"wished the .....
had Challenger."
Very little
beer was sold all the time he was missioning, and
night after night the public-houses and the clubrooms were almost cleared. One publican went
about seeking to get a chance to "do for him."
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A son of one of the publicans came into a
midnight meeting with mud-covered and bloodcovered face and hands.
So freely was he bleeding
from a frightful gash that he looked in a fearful
condition. "Come along' and sit by me," said Mr.
Challenger from the pulpit. "Oh yes, I'll come,"
hiccoughed the poor drunkard.
Hugging him up
besides him, the Missioner then said :-" See,
friends, this is a bit of the devil's finished work.
This is the way he turns them out. For as soon as
the devil gets the best out of you, he throws you
down."
"I will be better. I'll not do it any more. I
will be better," cried the poor fellow, and though
several years have passed, he has kept his word,
uttered though it was in drink. He was sobered,
fully saved, and signed the pledge that night.
Another outstanding case that night was that of
a man who, at closing time, had gone home raging
drunk and abused his wife. He then threw his
proffered supper on the fire with oaths and curses,
and came out of the house intending to commit
suicide.
Happily he was arrested by the torchlight
procession of the Mission. He followed the crowd
to the meeting, and fell prostrate in the place,
singing hymns in a drunken frenzy.

In that terrible state the Lord so powerfully
spoke to him through the message of His servant
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that he has had no desire to drink since that night.
He has walked consistently before the Lord since
that day, and is now a leader in the Church of his
choice.
Over 200 Conversions.
In connection with those Missions, Mr. W. T.
Hanby, the Secretary of the Mapplewell and Staincross Free Church Council, writes as follows:" Mr. Challenger commenced his first Mission for
the Mapplewell Free Church Council in February,
1904. Some thought, on account of his coming to
preach so often, that he would not take with the
people. But this idea was soon dispelled.
" From the first his meetings were literally
packed.
The people flocked to the meetings in
crowds, and the New Connexion Chapel, the largest
place of worship in Mapplewell, was packed to the
doors. Scenes like these had not been witnessed in
Mapplewell for thirty years.
"The converts are in the Churches to-day.
When he left the people yearned for more. One or
two of his meetings stand out very prominently.
There was the Men's Meeting on the Sunday afternoon, when three to four hundred men, many of
them drunk, gathered to listen to him speak on
'The Working Man's Enemy.'
The drunken ones
interrupted and asked questions, but the Missioner
got all silent at last,. and procured a very good
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hearing. To show how impressed they had been, all
the men marched up the village afterwards, to the
cross-roads, singing ' Count your blessings.'
"The Midnight Meeting, too, will ever be remembered;
for many could not help but weep
for joy that night.
"That
Mission brought new life to all the
Churches.
About 180 persons over sixteen years of
age came out for Christ, and the Churches in
Mapplewell feel, and will feel for many years to
come, the benefits of that Mission.
"When the question was raised the year after
(1905) about having another Mission 1 only one
course was open to us, and that was that Bro.
Challenger should be engaged again at all costs.
Accordingly it was arranged with the Barnsley
M.N .C. Circuit that he should come again.
" The services were held in the Primitive Methodist Chapel, and again the Chapel was packed night
after night. It is safe to say that no man has
drawn larger congregations in Mapplewell. These
services were as successful as the previous ones,
over a hundred conversions taking place in the
fortnight.
"A notable conversion was that of a drunkard
who, with strong crying and tears, cried out continuously, 'Lord, have mercy on me.' Nor would
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he be calmed for a moment, and give the meeting
peace, until he had found it himself.
Reconciliations.

"During that Mission some remarkable recon·
ciliations took place between individual members
and even families adhering to the Churches.
"In one instance some five families were brought
together after very serious embitterment.
" The Missioner seemed to be encircled with the
Divine Presence, and was led to make ' Come, let
us sing of a wonderful love ' the song of the
Mission. One night the people were so carried
away with the last verse that they sang it a dozen
or more times. That night long-standing estrangements ceased, amid prayers and penitential joy, as
they sang' Come to my heart, 0 thou wonderful love,
Come and abide, come and abide !
Lifting my life till it rises above
Envy and falsehood and pride ;
Seeking to be, seeking to be,
Lowly and humble, a learner of Thee.' "

Mission

at

Hucknall.

Shortly afterwards he had another Mission at
Hucknall, and writing from there the Rev. W. F.
Newsam said :-" Mr. Challenger has on two or
three occasions visited Hucknall. Each visit has
been a time of quickening to the Church. His
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fearless style, homely phraseology, and withal
commonsense expositions of Divine Truth have
greatly impressed the people.
"One is reminded of Samuel Rutherford's words
in listening to him. 'Take as many to Heaven with
ye as ye are able to draw. The more ye draw with
you, ye shall be the welcomer yourself.'
"The first time Mr. Challenger visited the
Church it was Decision Day for the Young. The
service in the afternoon was one not soon to be
forgotten. Quite a number of the scholars sought
the Saviour. It was a goodly sight. We specially
mention the fact because of one incident, showing
what may be the outcome of such services.
"We've

no time

to hear

him."

" One girl went home and told her mother that
she had given her heart to Christ. Neither father
nor mother were Christians, and the young convert
begged her parents to go and hear the Missioner.
But they kept saying, as she kept asking them,
'We've no time to hear him ; we've no time.'
"However, she did not cease to beg her people
to come to Christ. They would not heed her at
first.
But the consistent, devoted and quiet life
and simple testimony of the girl led them to think
seriously of their sad spiritual state. And when Mr.
Challenger came again these parents came, with five
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other grown-up sons and daughters,
Christ and joined the Church.

and chose

"The father is now full of energy for the Master;
his voice often rings out in the open-air, and m
manifold ways he is using his talents.
" While writing of him we are reminded of
another case. Living next door to him is another
man who was an enquirer at one of the Sunday
evening services conducted by Mr. Challenger.
is wonderful the change that has come to
this young man's life. He is in labours abundant
for the Master, and ever ready to bear testimony to
the good he received under Mr. Challenger.
"It

"Being present at the Methodist Rally, held in
connection with the Christian Endeavour Convention
(Bfrmingham, 1905), he was bubbling over with
gratitude to God for what the man from Barnsley
had done for him in leading him to the Lord.
"Many others directly or indirecl:ly have been
influenced by Bro. Challenger.
The visits have
been brief, but productive of much good. He has
rare tact in dealing with working men. It is
interesting to see how men, who are not frequenters
of the sanctuary, will gather round to hear him in the
street.
" While indoors his intense earnestness, passion
for souls, forceful illustrations, together with quaint,
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and yet, at times, very lucid explanations,
to make him a very successful evangelist.
Only

a poor

85
combine

Sweep.

" He has a happy way of putting in some
suggestive expression and lighting up a meeting
thereby. One night, testimony was blended with
prayer in the after-meeting.
A man who is a sweep,
but acquainted with some of the deep things of God,
was speaking, and said, 'I am only a poor sweep.'
Bro. Challenger, with his face lighted up, said,
' Never mind, so long as the devil is swept out of
your heart.'
"One of the best things we know about our
friend is that he gives us the impression that he has
seen the face of God before he sees his congregation.
He is a believer in Dr. Maclaren's words, 'He fights
best who kneels before he fights.'

" It has been our privilege to know our brother
for many years, and when we think of what he was
when Jesus found him, of what grace has made him,
of his power as a soul-winner, we praise God for
His power manifested on and through His servant."
Wonders

oC Grace.

Other pleasing instances of fruitfulness come to
us from later Sheffield Missions. A nurse from one
of the hospitals was converted at one of his meetings,
and in a year's time she had won seven other nurses
in the same hospital to the Saviour.
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A man who had lived in sin, shame, and filth got
so thoroughly converted that in less than a year his
employer, seeing such an alteration in his character,
said he was very pleased to promote him, and
increase his wages to two pounds five a week.
Persecuting men for whom he had prayed years
before at the coke ovens; men who had chaffed him
in the Club-room as he commenced to clean it up
on the Saturday night, ready for Sunday's services ;
men who had once gambled with him, and, getting
worse, had even gambled a way their underclothing
on the field of sport ; men who, in drink, had
smashed up every stick of their furniture, and
spoiled their homes, and one in particular who had
done this no less than ten times over ;-these and
many other strange characters have eome to Christ
at the call of His missioning servant, William
Challenger. On one occasion, at his invitation, the
men at a village Club left in a body and started a
Prayer Meeting instead.
Five

Thousand

decide

Cor Christ.

At the end of the first five years of his experience
as a Missioner, Mr. Challenger had witnessed over
5,000 persons decide for Christ in the meetings he
had conducted. Since then he has not recorded
the triumphs of the Cross through the means which
Christ has been pleased to use in him. One special
work of grace, however, for which he is truly
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grateful, and which will never fade from his mind,
is that of his first Midgley Mission.
Ben and William Earnshaw did not think how
blessedly their work at Kexbro' in the salvation of
William Challenger would come back to them. But
twenty-one years afterwards the Kexbro' Bishop
came to Midgley for Special Services, and their sons
and their daughters were brought to Christ under
him. The saying of the Apostle was again in
evidence, " Whatsoever a man soweth that shall he
also reap." And how true it is that he may reap
a hundredfold.
How well were they repaid for the
sacrifices they had made that very trying and snowy
winter many years before.
One Sabbath evening during his service he began
to wipe his brow with an antimacassar, which he
unconsciously drew from his pocket. The young
people present laughed profusely, but it was evident
to thoughtful worshippers that William Challenger
had been lost in the spirit of prayer and meditation
on leaving home, and so had not perceived his
mistake. Another feature of this frequently preoccupied and devout frame of mind is the fact that
he seldom rises from prayer without being found in
tears.
There are seasons also when his other-worldliness
shows itself in a remarkably exalted state, and when
his hearers feel themselves to be listening to seraphic
speech.
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They are then almost breathless with desire, lest
they should lose one precious word of a wonderful
outflow of soul. To find him in such a glorious
mood is for a time to "sit together in heavenly
places in Christ Jesus."
One feels furthermore that, despite his eccentric
actions in Christian service, William Challenger
lives very near the heart of things, and fully knows
the secret of hiding in the shadow of the Almighty's
wings.
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VII.

Characteristics.

"What manner of man is this ? "
"A man of God." "A great man with his Master.''

O

T may seem somewhat late to ask the above
question, and mere repetition to state any
outstanding features of character, since
they have already been dealt with indirectly. But
it will not be wholly out of place to refer to them
directly, and some reader may find this helpful.
A shrewd observer of men has said that William

Challenger is "a remarkable judge of human
character.
His opinions passed on a person are
invariably near the mark, and had he been ever so
great a scholar, his learning could not have stood
him in better stead. He has a knowledge of persons'
capabilities, without requesting them to take off
their hats."
This statement is in accord with the general
testimony respecting 'his powers of observation.
He does not credit himself, however, with such
powers, declaring sincerely his faith in the Scripture
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which says, "If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask
of God, that giveth to all liberally, and upbraideth not ; and it shall be given him."
That anyone should see in him anything out of
the ordinary surprises him, since everything he
enjoys of wisdom, grace, and blessedness; his power
to see and know prophetically ; and his courage and
ability to declare the same, are, as he will say,
entirely of the Lord, in answer to prayer. If he has
power over men, he will tell you, it is because the
Lord helps him so much on his knees. And he has
indeed power over men.
His power

with

Men.

One man will acknowledge that every time he is
tempted with the thought of compromise, Mr.
Challenger's face comes impressively before him,
and his spirit pleads so powerfully with him that he
cannot give way.
Another person: speaking of his tact and power
in guiding and infusing new life into a meeting,
says, "The coming of Mr. Challenger has relieved
the atmosphere of a meeting many a time. For he
seems to bring the transforming power with him.
We have often been stuck fast, and feeling quite
dead, but as soon as he has arrived on the scene the
current of experience has quite changed, and we
have afterwards had a most warm and gladdening
time."
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This magnetic power is manifest in mass meetings
of men, many of whom may be opposed to him. He
is in the midst of, say, a large company of drunken
and brutish men at a midnight meeting ; many
of them are quite ready to perpetrate some deadly
"bruising" upon him, and his friends grow alarmed
for his safety.
He will serenely say, "Oh, let them have a cut.
When young horses kick they get their legs fast
after a bit. They'll soon get quiet."
With magic word and song he will then thrill
them until they calm down, and their roar, as of the
angry sea, becomes as the sighing of the wistful heart.
A Scene

in Keswick

Market

Place.

There was quite a strife of tongues one night in
Keswick Market Place. It was in the midst of a
mob, after the ordinary open-air preachers had
retired. Some were drunk, and others partly so.
Voices were rising high and yet higher, and sides
were being taken in hot contention on matters of
Christ's holy religion.
Into the centre of this crowd "the Bishop"
quietly made his way, and prayed his hardest for
ten minutes, until every clamouring voice was hushed.
He followed this up with preaching to a respea:ful, quiet, and attentive audience for twenty minutes,
and then left all in a good humour.
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His unusual tact and resource came out in
another way at one of his meetings recently, in an
encounter with a Roman Catholic interrupter.
This man claimed precedence for the Church of St.
Peter. But he was rather staggered through having
to admit that St. Peter both blasphemed and turned
traitor to his Lord by denying Him.
Said the Missioner, "You belong to the Church
of St. Peter, the blasphemer and denier of Christ. I
belong to the Church of Christ Himself." This
ready wit altogether overcame the objection of the
objector.
A Lover

oC Work.

Mr. Challenger is a great lover of work. An old
friend of his says of his early days, " He was always
a hard worker ; always anxious to be at work, when
there was any work to do ; and he would never give
in if he could hold his head up."
This spirit is still a marked feature in him, for
he likes to feel tired after a preaching service. His
intense earnestness and fervid enthusiasm we see,
therefore, are part of his natural disposition.
From his youth, too, he has had a keen eye to
business, and was renowned for the smart bargains
he made. This probably accounts for his remarkable
capacity in organization.
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to be a Christian."

This keenness and earnestness are associated
with a good-hearted and glad-hearted nature, and
many are those who have been blessed in the course
of his journeyings with the brightness of his
countenance and the buoyancy of his spirit.
They will tell you that his harmonious thanksgiving to God begins with the lark, and that fresh
from sleep he will jump out of bed singing, "It's
grand to be a Christian," or some such song of
reJotcmg.
Meet him on the road, and he will
likely hail you with a glad " Hallelujah ! Bless the
Lord," or with "It's a grand thing to be saved, and
to know it's true, and to feel it, too ; it's a grand
thing to be saved." Does he meet a backslider, his
words to him may be, "Now, brother, have you got
back to Jesus yet ? "
The secret of this cheerfulness he partly gave to
a company of local preachers some time ago, on
being called upon to address them. Amongst other
things he said, "I don't go back to yesterday's
troubles, nor bother over to-morrow's difficulties.
I simply wait on the Lord."
His method of dealing with people in the home,
the street, or the sanctuary is truthful and straight.
He is always courageous enough to lay the whip
on when it is required. He himself likes to feel the
Master's "scourge of small cords" when listening
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to the preaching of the Word. But though his
thrusts often cut deep, the real motive of his words
is so apparent that people are seldom offended, but
rather like him for his "great plainness of speech."
Just

a Spice

of Mischief:

Although he can be sternly indignant if necessity
arises, yet he is really as tender-hearted as the
gentlest of women. There is just a spice of mischief
in his method of attack for the glory of the Lord.
He delights in giving people what he calls " a
surprise packet."
He popped into a business place one morning,
and the gentleman over the counter said playfully,
as he handled a small bottle of medicine, "Will you
take some of my drops ? " "Yes, I will take some
of your drops if you'll have some of mine," was the
prompt reply. "Very well," was the assent, and
against this gentleman's desire, and much to his
alarm, he immediately brought him to his knees and
prayed that he might not only have the drops of
blessing and healing, but the showers of saving
grace poured out upon him.
His condemnation of those who open their eyes
during prayer in the time of divine worship is very
pronounced. He straitly charges these with mocking
God.
He is very sincere indeed in his opinion that the
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lips of a Christian should be as free from indulgence
as we believe were Christ's own lips.
He cannot imagine the Lord Jesus Christ sitting
down to a pipe and a pint either at home or abroad.
He was once, in most dramatic style, solemnly
denouncing the lips which " touch the gin-cup of
the devil" and shortly afterwards partake of the
"Sacramental Cup of the Saviour," and so awfully
impressive was the occasion that it resulted in deep
contrition taking possession of at least one who had
transgressed in that particular way.
"I know you," he said to a congregation once,
where he felt that moderate drinking was a grievous
hindrance to the Holy Spirit's work, "and I've put
up with you long enough. You say you must have
it ; that you can't do without it. Then dee (die),
and we'll give you a decent burial."
Some brethren were once having a convivial pipe
together after a big tea "down by," when the
"Bishop" threw wide the door, and was about to
enter the house. But he paused upon the threshhold
as he beheld the dense smoke within. He then
very deliberately said, " Gentlemen, if there's more
smoke, and heat, and stench in the bottomless pit
than there is here, it will be a rum shop." Having
solemnly said this, he turned on his heel and left
them to close the door behind him.
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another

Sunday

Paper."

He met a young man, who had given way to
loose living, selling papers in the streets one Sunday
morning.
He knew his mother to be a godly
woman, and consequently believed that she would
not approve of such conduct.
Going up to the young man he most solemnly
reproved him in the name of his mother and the
God of his mother for breaking the Sabbath, and
also his mother's heart. Six months afterwards the
mother, with tears of thanksgiving, told how her
son had hurried home with his papers in his hand,
and said," Challenger's done th' job. I'll never sell
another Sunday paper."
In visiting a beautiful home where the spiritual
life is not very robust, he may look round with
appreciation at the pictures, statuary, &c., &c., and
and then say to the host and hostess with courteous
yet searching tone, " These are all very nice, but
they won't get us to heaven. And if we don't get
there they will condemn us a11the more."
Judging

hlmselC.

But if he reproves others, he is equally severe in
publicly reproving himself; and this, as his hearers
can very well judge, with genuine and not mock
humility.
Condemning himself roundly in one of
his sermons for his own shortcomings, he once said,
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" Soon after I came to live at Hoyland I was
looking out of my window one very wet day and
saw a woman I knew walking with her boy hanging
on to her shoulder and limping awkwardly by her side.
"Hurrying out I enquired what was the matter,
and was told that the boy had been hurt in the pit.
' Why did you not send for the Doctor ? ' I said.
' You see, it's a little less if we go to his surgery,'
she replied.
" I knew that they were very poor, and I
remember that the Lord distinctly told me to carry
the boy on my back to the Doctor's, but instead of
obeying I let pride prevent me.
"That was seven years ago, but it is a living
regret to me, for whenever I meet that mother I am
ashamed of myself, and call to mind the fact that
that boy-now a young man-is in the world, when
he might have been won to Jesus if I had only
obeyed the voice of the Lord."
But if he considers himself in need of reproach
for any lack of charity, there are others who declare
that it is practised by him, even to a fault. He has
been known to give his last penny away many a time.
Restored

Two-Cold.

One Saturday night he felt specially impelled to
call and see a family he thought to be in straitened
circumstances, if not in dire necessity. As he went
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about his errand he remembered that he had very
little in his pocket, since he had come to the end of
his stipend.
He prayed with them, and tactfully discovered
their need, and late though it was, he got ten
shillings worth of goods sent to them by a friendly
grocer. The goods arrived just as the man and wife
were beseeching God to give them food for their
little ones.
But where was the ten shillings to come from ?
The grocer had to be paid. So the Missioner
himself prayed, and a few days after a business man
from Manchester, with whom he had become
acquainted at his first " Keswick," called to see
him. Greeting him he said, "Mr. Challenger, I do
not altogether know why I have come to see you,
for I was setting out on an important journey in
quite another direction, when the Lord told me to
come and see you and give you this." He then
put a sovereign into the hands of the Lord's servant.
Some months after this Mr. Challenger was
lecturing on "The God of Elijah and the Widow
of Sarepta," miles from where these incidents
occurred, when the glad recipient of the goods got
up at the close and very impressively and gratefully
recalled the truth of the first part of this story, and
thanked God for such a helper of his joys.
His charity is seen also in his patiently bearing
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with insult. He received a very insulting letter
from a man who was indebted to him for his moral
and spiritual uplift in life. He showed this letter to
a friend. " What did you do with the man ? " said
his friend ; " give him a good winding up ? " " No,"
was the reply ; "I just dropped him a Jaffa, and he
forgot his crab."
Simplicity

oC Faith.

He is very simple in his faith. Quite in keeping
with the whole course of his confidence in God, on
finding himself without a copper to pay the barber
one morning, he quietly trusted. He had come, as
often before, to the end of his cash, and had sat
down beneath the barber's touch before remembering
he hadn't a penny.
Just as the barber was adjusting his cloth he was
suddenly faced with the fact. He breathed the
prayer, "My Father knows." The words had no
sooner escaped him than a local gentleman came
rushing in and saying "Mr. Challenger, do you
mind me taking your turn, I want to catch a train."
"Oh no," said he, rising from his seat. "Here,n
said the gentleman, as he proffered payment, "take
for me and Mr. Challenger.''
"My Father knows,"
said the "Bishop" to himself once.more.
He reproaches himself occasionally for not having more faith. One day the Lord told him to send
a poor family he had visited a side of bacon and a
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sack of flour. But he felt he could not spare so
much money. He gave them, therefore, five shillings.
The very next day a lady met him and said,
"Here, Mr. Challenger, here is ten shillings for you
and ask no questions." The Lord had given him
back as much again as he had expended for the
poor, and he felt reproved for not having had greater
faith on their behalf.

17nconventlonal.
He is charmingly unconventional in his manner.
One day, a year or two ago, when conducting his
Keswick party along the Borrowdale Road toward
the Boulder Stone, his friends had a delightful
instance of this, as they witnessed a great transformation in their beloved " Bishop. n
First his coat came off, and, as the heat became
more trying, his sleeves were rolled up. Then his
trousers were rolled up to his knees, and with a
strong staff in his hand, he looked like a sturdy
gamekeeper ready for the fray with prospective
poachers.
The intense heat, by and by, made his shaven
chin blacker and blacker, while it made his cheeks
redder and redder, until they became a flaming red.
The dye out of the soft leather lining of his cap
then coloured his forehead, so that his features
resembled those of a Red Indian.
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In this unclerical appearance he got into conversation with a London vicar, and gave him a
shock by telling him that he was a Missioner. The
good Vicar was hardly prepared to believe at once
that a man in a kind of Indian war-paint was a
bishop of souls. But on the Boulder Stone he and
two other ministers became convinced of this, as
they eagerly listened to the account he gave them
of his glorious Home Missionary work amongst the
collier lads of the Barnsley district.
An hour or two after this " the Bishop " playfully
urged his friends to wade through a clear mountain
pool, which looked shallow and inviting. He himself,
however, was content with cooling his hands and
feet at the water's edge.
Said one of the friends innocently to him," Why
don't you wade through it yourself? " He immediately replied, "I tried to do so last year, and got
up to my armpits with my clothes on for my trouble,
and had to go back to Keswick dripping wet."
Right heartily "the Bishop " enjoyed the laugh
against him. This also is a characteristic ; he likes
to give people fun, even if it is at his own expense.
A little

disconcerting.

He is a little disconcerting through the suddenness
of his action sometimes, as the following incident
will show. He was speaking at a Circuit gathering
some years ago when the late Mr. Wilson, of Batley,
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took the chair. During his address he caught sight
of a friend of his making notes, the Christian name
of this friend being like the Chairman's surname.
Just then he wanted to emphasize one of his points,
and so he called out to his friend, " An thah can put
that daan in thi' note-book, Wilson ! " To say the
least, the Chairman was astonished, and looked up
with great surprise, thinking the remark was meant
for himself.
On another occasion he was lecturing on "The
Life of Abe Lockwood " in a little chapel, where the
slightly elevated rostrum was quite close to the
entrance door.
He was describing the incident of the early
morning prayer-meeting, at which little Abe arrived
too late, but continued knocking at the door and
shouting his responses through the key-hole until
they were compelled to let him in. Suiting the
action to the word, Mr. Challenger suddenly descended the steps, and, opening the door quickly,
he shouted out to the imaginary Abe, " Come in
withee, we can do nowt wi thee outside." Now
there were two or three young men standing
outside the door listening, and thinking this very
sudden invitation was addressed to them, they were
dumbfounded at first, and then in great confusion
took to their heels as fast as they could. This
greatly amused the congregation, and the people
were convulsed with laughter for five or ten minutes.
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Other-Worldiness.

His other-worldiness manifests itself in strange
ways sometimes, for he is oblivious to gas pendants,
globes, standards, and pulpit flooring while he is
warming to an address. It is nothing to him when
a cuff flies off into the midst of an audience, since it
is in keeping with the winged words of his fiery
eloquence.

CHAPTER

Some

VIII.

Salt from his Sayings,
Speeches, &c.

Sermons,

"For of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaketh."
"Words of truth and soberness."

"DHE

Bishop" has many quaint sayings,
and not a few of them are full of
shrewd wit.

In speaking of a society where troubles and
bickerings abound through a sad lack of spiritual
life, his laconic comment will often be, "Aye, there's
allus summat where there's nowt."
The thought of difficulty in any situation is
conveyed by the words, "As fast as a fly m a
trade pot."
If anyone is too much at ease in Zion, then
" 'Owd Smutty Face' or 'Owd Brimstone Legs'
has rocked them to sleep." Those who are "touchy"
and persist in being " at-outs" need another " dip."
His reflection upon young men who prefer
superficial respectability to spiritual religion is
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offered in the following manner, "If all who wear
stand-up-turn-down collars were saved, there'd be
far more saved than are."
His reference to the prayerlessness of men is
sometimes voiced in this way, "Some people are
as nimble as elephants when they have to kneel down."
He believes that a choir is subject to peculiar
temptations, and may be troubled with the devil of
dress, the courting devil, and the devil of pride ;
but that when the Lord teaches them how to pray,
the devil will have to clear out.
It is known that when parkin gets hard and

crusty, it can be made eatable by placing it in a
damp place. It is then said to "come again."
This fact he figuratively uses to suggest the
advantage of suffering. Suffering tends to take
away our crustiness, and restore our usefulness. On
getting back to Church, after an illness, a member
who has been lax when in health may meet the
following greeting, " Here is So-and-so, coming
again like par kin."

If we are not living up to the standard of
Christian consistency, then "we are letting our
milk down with t' watter o' t' world."
Concerning himself, he says he hopes "the Lord
will take him just one day before he begins to get
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cantankerous."
But he always believes that the
Lord will come to time. For he says that" God is
like Christmas, sure to come at t' right time."
Critical-looking

Gentlemen.

The first time he gave a public address at a
District Meeting, he excused himself for his temerity
in speaking and standing alongside some of the
"big guns" of the Connexion, by telling the
following story :
He was once preaching, he said, at a distant
place of worship for the first time, and, though
feeling a little strange, was having a " good time "
until a gentleman, with stately tread and commanding air, and a look of striking intelligence, came in
and arrested his attention.
This face immediately
began to trouble him, for it looked so critical, and
the " Bishop " had a very trying time to the end of
his sermon. He was even so overawed that he
trembled.
" Who was the gentleman who sat in such a
place ? " he asked of his only friend in the congregation.
"Oh," said he, "you musn't take any
notice of that man. He hasn't got all his buttons on."
"I've not allowed critical looking gentlemen to
disturb my mind in the pulpit or on the platform
since that day. I've said to myself that perhaps
after a11they may not have their buttons on."
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His tea-meeting addresses are often taken up
with spirited attacks upon the worldliness within
the Church, and earnest appeals to cease from
prayerlessness and lukewarmness.
He strongly speaks against the greater concern
there is in some quarters for pretty sanctuaries
rather than soul-winning work. Said he once," We
shall be beautifying our places of worship until the
Old Boy has us. Even now there is an atmosphere
of coldness in some of our Churches which remind~
one of the North Pole. To announce on the bills
that a 'hearty welcome' will be given at such places
isn't true. The people of the world want joy. They
don't want shivering and cold-hearted Christians.
And so I say to the worldling, ' Go on in your
worldly joys until you can find better.' However,
we can give the worldling better joys than ever he
found in the world.''
"Old

Brimstone

Legs.''

Turning again to the nominal Christians, he said
" We are not to MAKE but LET our light shine.
Christ didn't say MAKE : He said LET your light
shine. And the secret of letting your light shine is
prayer. But it is no use you coming to Church ;
you don't stay quietly until the benediction is
pronounced, let alone sit a prayer meeting out. Ah,
it burns into my heart to see 'Old Brimstone Legs'
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having his own way through the prayerlessness of
so many professing Christians."

Still dwelling upon the causes of coldness in the
Church, he had a sly thrust at the critical spirit of
the times, which dogmatically denounces dogma.
Said he, u The Church is getting into a wheezy and
consumptive condition through lack of positive
teaching and the fear of being called dogmatical.
He
I'd rather be dogmatical than asthmatical."
closed by saying, "We want a religion that goes
right to our toe-ends and makes us jump."
A Stone-laying

Address.

In connection with the recent stone-laying of the
new Hoyland Common Sunday School, he said,.
"There was a time when I had joy in other things,
but the joy of the Lord is a joy at night, and also in.
the morning." He then made grateful reference to
the chairman, Mr. W. Earnshaw, who had come to
Kexbro' 24 years previously, and impressed him by
announcing the hymn, "Jesu, Lover of my soul,"
and who had also afterwards told him more perfectly
the way of life.
"Something had been said," he continued," respecting the happy way in which subscriptions had
come in. When you want people to give, ask them
when youfre in the Spirit. 'Go and see So-and-so,'
said the Spirit to me, and that friend said when I
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asked him, 'When you build a School we'll come
and lay a stone.' I was at such-and-such a place,
and coming across a friend I said, ' The Lord tells
me He wants someone to give a tea for Hoyland
Common new School, and I think you are the man.'
He said 'I'm the man.' 'It'll cost you a nice
penny.' 'I don't care what it costs, I'll give it.'
"But we are not done with the School when
we've got the building; we're only beginning. So
I want you to go in for a new' ology.' When we've
built the School, go in for plod-olog,y. And go in,
too, for stick-at-ability, and stand fast. Our God
lives, and we must live too, for it is one thing to
have life, and another to have it more abundantly."

In pleading for this earnest consecration to
spiritual life and service, he told the story of a
Church member he had heard of who could not sing
with others the well-known chorus, " I surrender
all, I surrender all" ; so he altered it to " I
surrender tat-ara-tat-at-tat."
He pointed out also
how desirable it is that we should get far above this
poor kind of self-surrender, until we can say from
the depths of the soul, " I surrender all."
In this connection, too, quoting Scripture, he
once said, "Where a man's heart is, there will his
treasure be also. This is true," he continued.
"Have you ever seen a furniture van? The man
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belonging the furniture isn't far off. Perhaps following close behind carrying a few things."
A Lecture

on Samson.

His lecture on Samson is largely taken up with
a graphic description of an unscrupulous woman's
ungodly wiles. Talking of the marriage feast lasting
seven days, he says " Of course it would be no
difficult matter for women to spend seven days in
such a manner, but what could a lot of young chaps
do that length of time without getting into mischief. Ugh ! " he continues, " Samson had fallen in
love-a strange thing to fall into-with
a young
lady with bangles, and perhaps a new high-up hand
shake ; a woman fop ; an utterly worldly young
woman ; and he had to pay the price."
Taking out his pocket handkerchief, he pictures
this worldly wife weeping and overcoming Samson
by what he calls a "woman's last argument."
He
rounds off his advice in this lecture by an appeal to
young men to steer clear of worldly wives and
destructive Delilahs.
In some of his lectures, if the platforms are low,
he may be found in the warmth of further utterance
working his way into the midst of the people, and
finishing yards away from the chairman.
The

Church

"CorC" off the Line.

He was lecturing one night in a School Chapel,
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and being led to make reference to misunderstandings
in Church administration, he pictured the Church
"corf" off the line by pushing a small table before
him down the middle aisle, just as a trammer in
the pit would push his " tub." The " corf" was
then supposed to come off the line with a jerk, and
he began "calling" it and everybody in connection
with it. This was intended to illustrate also the
un-Christian collier's way of doing his work. Then
he calmly prayed to illustrate the way a converted
collier gets over a difficulty, and he showed how
much easier the "corf" took the rails again.
And so, said he, we must do our Church work in
a Christian way, and when the Church "corf" gets
off the line, we must pray about it. We must not
attack a misunderstanding in the vengeful spirit of
the world, but in the spirit of Jesus, who bore His
cross bravely. He then took up the Bible, as he
often does, and bore it upon his shoulders to represent Christ bravely bearing His cross.
Elijah

and

the

Widow.

His lecture on Elijah is a triumph of graphic
It gives him an opportunity to say
description.
that the man God wanted for special work in the
Israel of Elijah's day was a water drinker, though
not a vegetarian.
For the Lord sent him for his
daily food and daily beverage at first to the running
brook of Cherith, where the ravens brought him
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rare fat ducks from the well-stocked farmyard of
Jezebel.
When the Lord bade Elijah to pass on to
Zarephath, he found himself, said the lecturer, at a
" poorer shop " than the last one turned out to be•
For he had to go and live with a widow woman who
had but a handful of meal in a barrel.
"And fancy,'' said one of the neighbours, as several
were nursing their aprons and gossiping at their
doors the next day, "Widow So-and-so's taken a
prophet to lodge with her."
" Yes," said another,
"and he's a smart 'un. What do you think? As soon
as the prophet landed, for all he knew what a plight
we are in through the famine, he would have the
first cake from the poor soul ; and she with her
sickly son, as can do nothing tor himself nor for his
poor widowed mother. Selfish man that he is!
" But let her come wanting to borrow ought from
me, and I'll give her a piece of my mind. I'll tell
her just what I think of her for encouraging such
selfishness."
But never mind, said the lecturer, if people are
ready to call you for right-doing, for "Blessed are
ye when men shall . . . say all manner of evil
against you falsely for my sake," said Jesus.
He had heard, said he, of an old widow woman
who was charitable to all her neighbours, and who
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was so beloved by them that everyone of them
spoke well of her. This popularity troubled her
very much, for she remembered the saying of her
Lord, " Woe unto you when all shall speak well of
you." She prayed about the matter on going to
rest one night, and the next morning, on witnessing
for Christ to a stranger, he called her an old
hypocrite.
"Hallelujah! " she said, "someone has
spoken ill of me at last," and she was quite grateful.
However, the widow woman of Sarepta had no
need to get her neighbour's piece of mind, for she
had no need to go a borrowing. Because she did
as the Lord's prophet wanted her, the handful of
meal did not fail. If you want to prosper, even in
hard times, you should obey the Lord and show
hospitality to his prophet.
I knew an old man, said the lecturer,, whose hens
always laid all the year round, and especially in
winter, when eggs were twopence a piece. "Now,''
said the old man to his jealous and enquiring neighbours, "I have such prosperity because I always have
the preacher to dinner and tea when he comes to
take service.''
Standing
Alone.
Elijah is later pictured as standing alone, for
though there were others in the land persuaded of
the true God, they were too cowardly to show it.
But, continued the lecturer, if none of his country-
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men would come forth to witness for Jehovah,
Elijah was the more determined that he would do
so, and in his determination became satirical with
the priests of Baal, and the more so when their
efforts failed to arouse their God.
"Shout up," said Elijah, "perhaps your God is
dozing, or he has got some wax or wool in his ear
and is deaf."
The fanaticism of Jezebel's priests the lecturer
compared with the proselytizing zeal of the priests
of to-day, and the lecturer then said "they show a
deal more earnestness in their ignorance than we in
our knowledge.

If Elijah had no one to help him in carrying the
stones of the Lord, then he would carry them
himself, putting his shoulder to the work the more
bravely and earnestly because he had to do it himself.
And by the way, said the lecturer, there are
many believers in Jehovah who never carry a stone
for him. He then shouldered the pulpit Bible, and
bending as if beneath a heavy weight, he toiled in
building up the altar stone after stone, and placing
thereon, and thereabouts, the trench, the wood, and
the sacrifice, and the water, until the fire of the
Lord falls and consumes all, to the consternation and
conviction of priests and people, and the extortion
of their loud outcry, "The Lord, He is the God ;
the Lord, He is the God."
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The lecturer later leans well over the pulpit with
his coat tails up over his shoulders and cries,
'' Throw her down, throw her down." His hearers
thereby receive a very powerful illustration of
Jezebel's death, for many say they verily believed
they could see it.
The lecture is brought to a grand finish by the
description of Elijah's ascension and the novel
description, "And Elijah was taken up to heaven in
a chariot of fire, and he went sweeping through the
gates of the New Jerusalem washed in the blood of
the Lamb."

It will be gathered by now that "Bishop"
Challenger is a very impressive and realistic preacher.
Where

art Thou?

A Barnsley Editor in November, 1900, wrote as
follows : "A crowded congregation assembled last
Sunday evening to hear him discourse on the words
' Where art thou ? ' when he put the question to
three classes of people-the
professing Christian,
the backslider, and the unconverted.
His teaching
is plain, pointed, and personal.
His flashes of
humour raise many a smile, and his touches of
pathos draw many a tear, whilst his arguments
cannot fail to convince. As a Biblical scholar, his
utterances give evidence of much careful study, and
when it is remembered that Mr. Challenger, as a
lad, commenced work at seven years of age, and for
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twenty years worked in the pit with little or no
desire for self-improvement, he has not lost much
time since he put his hand to the plough, in fitting
himself for the work engaged in."
Many of his most striking illustrations are taken
from incidents which have occurred in his own life.
For instance, in dealing with the text, "How shall
we escape if we neglect/' he relates a story in which
he had some part when working during one of the
summer intervals between Missions.
He and others were making a deep well at
Kexbro', and one day toward its completion one of
the men he toiled with had need to go to the bottom
after the work had stood for a little while.
He was afraid that a noxious gas they called
" damp" had collected, and so he besought this
workman to send down a naked light to test the
matter before descending.
Though pressed again and again, he refused, and
on getting to the bottom he pulled hastily at the
rope, faintly saying "Pull me back."
Before
reaching the top, however, he sank back overpowered, and falling to the bottom, he lay there
dead. This sight created a profound impression at
the time upon all who witnessed it, and now the
story gives point to "the Bishop's" addresses on
" Neglect."
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People.

In dealing with such a text as "Say not ye,
there are yet four months, and then cometh harvest ?
Behold, I say unto you, lift up your eyes and look
on the fields; for they are white already to harvest,"
he suggests that some Christians are like docks.
They are so earth-bound that they cannot lift up
their eyes. For docks are so hard to pull up that
they seem almost unseverable from the land.
Corn, on the other hand, is easily severed,
especially when it is ready for the garner, and one
has but to touch it to find how very little it is
earth-bound.
Ma~y, very many are there at home and abroad
who are earnestly waiting for the Church to go
forth and gather them in, and to lift up a man out
of the gutter is the most eloquent sermon that can
he preached.
But the Church has lapsed from the masses, and
not the masses from the Church. No wonder so
many Church members die so soon; coddling themselves so much. They are but as the butterflies
amid the corn--short-lived and of little service.
This sermon closed with a vivid picture of the
ingathering of the sheaves, and these questions were
solemnly put : "What about the sheaves in the far
dark corner of the field ? " " Who is going to
gather them in ? "
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Those who heard this enquiry two years ago
most solemnly said, "By God's help we will gather
them in," and to this day they are nobly endeavouring
to keep their vow.
Speaking again on the Church retaining the
people, he once said, "Have you ever seen a man
trying to keep sheep in a place when there was little
or no pasture? They will keep going through into
the field where the pasture is green. And if the
Church wants to keep its sheep, it must give them
plenty of pasture."
Weeding

and

Reaping.

The text, "Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
he also reap," drew forth more personal reminiscences. During the summer months, when engagements were few, a friendly farmer offered him work
at weeding a twenty acre field at a shilling an acre.
But after he had cut up thousands of weeds, he found
thousands remaining.
Feeling quite overcome by what seemed an
hopeless task, he went to the farmer and said he
had honestly done his best, but that he really
couldn't get all of them up. "Oh," said the farmer,
"do the best you can." And on this understanding
he paid him.
Thanking the farmer, he went away saying, "I
am glad I am done with that lot." But one day,
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weeks later on, passing down the lane, the farmer
hailed him from the same field and offered him work
at reaping. He took it, and then found that the
thistles he had left at weeding time pricked him so
much at harvest time that he had many a prodding
reminder of the great day of judgment, which is also
called "the harvest . . . . the end of the world."
His earnest exhortation, which followed, was
taken up with sound advice to parents, scholars,
teachers, and friends, to sow good seed into their
own and each other's lives; to scatter it and saturate
it with prayer, and look well to the weeding.
Photographs.

"Some folk endure religion," he said in another
sermon, "but it is only for a while. For it is like
getting our photographs taken. We put on a good face
for the time being. But after the photograph is
taken, the face soon gets back to the old 'shop.'"
Referring to the deceitfulness of the heart in this
connection, he said : " We are ready to show a nice
photograph of our face, but if we could take a photograph of the heart we would not put it on the
mantelpiece for our neighbours to see ; we would
not show it to our friends, not even our nearest
and dearest."
Dwelling upon the drawing of "water from the
wells of salvation," he told of his boyhood days,
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when, with others, he went to the well to draw
water with a couple of buckets in his hands.
Said he, "Can you lift yourselves in two buckets ?
Have you ever seen a lad try ? Ah, we tried to lift
ourselves in our buckets when we were lads. Fancy !
One leg in each bucket, trying to lift yourself that
way. Still, this is as possible as for us to become
good by trying alone. We must come to the wells
of salvation, which are in Jesus. We must find the
power to lift us there."

In contrasting the world with Christ, who is our
great well of salvation, he said that many a time
had he taken half a bucketful of water to prime the
pump before he could get a bucketful, and sometimes even then he had had to leave the half-bucketful and come back without any. But the Lord
never, never disappoints.
There is always plenty
of living water to draw when you go to Himrivers of it.
In contrasting some Christians with Christ, he
also said they sometimes needed a deal of priming
like the old-fashioned pumps before they could do
anything. But, unlike his followers, the Lord never
needs any priming. He is always ready, willing,
and waiting to overflow into our lives.
The

Good

Samaritan.

In preaching on the '' Good Samaritan," he
pictured that most benevolent and blessed man
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going forth as he put his leg over the pulpit rail as
if bestriding his beast. He stretched forth his
hands, too, as if holding the reins, and then said,
"Go on, lass! Gee up! Gee up!"
Amid the muffled laughter and mild consternation
of the people, he could be heard talking to the rail
as a man might talk to his favourite nag, and saying
"Eb, lass, folk talk about not getting other folk to
Church. Let's go and find 'em."
But the laughter was turned to tears and to deep
sorrow as the dramatized Samaritan came across
the present-day victim of modern thieves. The
brewing and publican thieves were mentioned, and
the book-making thieves and others.
" I went to Doncaster Races," said he, "for
Missioning, and stayed in the town four days.
Speaking on the course one of the days, a young
man listened to me, and then gave himself to
Christ. Last November, as we were missioning in
the New Street neighbourhood, in connection with
the Ebenezer Mission, who should come up the
street with his cans in his hand but this same young
man. He had just left work. I said to him, 'My
friend, how are you ? Are you happy in Jesus yet ? '
He replied' I am.'
" He then came into the ring and told the crowd
how the Good Samaritan had saved him on the
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Doncaster racecourse, and that he had been happy
ever since.
" There are men who are overcome by modern
thieves, stripped, wounded, bleeding, and half dead,
in this very locality. If they are to be saved,
someone must fetch them. Who will be like the
Good Samaritan and go to their relief ere they die ? "
Peter

Walking

on the

Sea.

In preaching on Peter and his walk upon the
water, he said that "a lot of people have condemned
Peter for his impulsiveness in wishing to walk to
his Master on the sea. Ah," said he, "it is an easy
matter to find fault with other people when you
cannot see eye to eye with them. But there was
not another man in the whole company of the
disciples who dared get over the side of the ship ;
who dared even make the attempt. They were
frightened of getting wet.
"And that is just what a lot of us are to-day.
We are frightened of this, that, and the other. We
are frightened of getting wet, instead of being like
Peter and forgetting everything so that we might be
in the presence of the Master continually. Does the
Lord want you and me to walk on the water ? He
wants us to walk on the naked faith of God.
"But even Peter looked down upon the waves
and began to sink. It says,' When he saw the wind
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boisterous he was afraid.' I don't think Peter really
did see the wind, but his groundless· fears made him
imagine awful things, and the waves began to
swallow him up.
" As long as Peter kept his eyes on Christ he
was all right, but when he looked at his feet he went
down. Look at Christ's face, not at your own feet.
Cry as he did, 'Lord, save me' ; and Jesus will
save you."
Putting the question, "What must I do to be
saved?" on behalf of an imaginary enquirer, he
said, "It is one thing to ask what to do, and another
thing to do what you are told."
Spiritual

Cripples.

He took for his subject one day, "The Cripple
at the Beautiful Gate," and said that "Peter had no
alms to give, but he gave him a grand new pair of
legs." Continuing his subject, he touched upon
the spiritually crippled condition of those that are
" touchy."
Said he, "You talk about your rights. You
have no rights. For you have forfeited all your
rights. Stand on your feet. Never mind standing
on your dignity. Dignity, indeed ! It's poor stuff
to stand on. Stand on your feet, and do something
to praise the God from whom all your blessings flow.
If you want to be happy and cheerful, you cannot
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remove trials by nursing them.
Jesus Christ, rise up and walk."

In the name of

In speaking of weakling Christians who are
constantly falling and repenting, he tells the story
of an old brother who regularly used to pray in the
prayer meeting, "Lord, I am cob-webbed up," until
the brethren cried out one night, "Lord, kill th'
spider."
From these references to his discourses, we find
that Mr. Challenger is a practical Bible student,
quoting and illustrating its passages felicitously,
picturesquely and quaintly. He once said," The Bible
is the book for me," as a friend strongly recommended
the reading of a modern critical work. Yes, he
keeps closely to his Bible, and makes it speak
mightily.

CHAPTER

IX.

Men and Movements which
influenced him.

e

have

"My teachers." "Teachers of good things ''
" Instructors in Christ."

HE "Bishop of Kexbro'" never forgets the
debts of love he owes to those labourers
together with God, who have graciously
influenced him in his Christian career.
He ever recalls, with profound gratitude, the faet
that William Earnshaw was the man God used to
lead him fully into the light, and afterwards, with
Coun. H. M. Walker, to give him the call of the
Church to the work of a Missioner.
Ben Earnshaw and Albert Clayton were also
specially used to direct his attention to the thought
of preaching ; and the Rev. E. L. Perry greatly
helped to fan the flame of his evangelistic fervour.
The Revs. J. Ogden and J. P. Goodwin officially
influenced him to " come on the plan ,, ; and the
Rev. J. B. Armstrong led him up the heights of
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holiness. How often they conversed together about
the things of God ! How fervently they prayed
together about the work of God! How earnestly
they together sought the baptism of power for the
service of God !
They went up and down the Circuit together as
bosom companions ; Mr. Armstrong also doing his
utmost to lead "the Bishop " into sound methods of
systematic study. And his efforts were not in vain,
for he at least caused him to become a close Bible
student.
What William Challenger tenderly regards as
his ordination was received at the loving hands of
the Rev. J.B. Armstrong.
They were speaking together on " Holiness" at
a Circuit Convention of high spiritual tone and
power, held in Ebenezer Chapel, Barnsley, and Mr.
Challenger had risen to address the audience, when,
with seraphic spirit and prophetic insight, and
without any warning whatever, Mr. Armstrong put
his hands on Mr. Challenger's head and most
solemnly dedicated him to the service of soul-winning.
The suddenness and sacredness of
overcame Mr. Challenger and all the
they have never forgotten the spiritual
awful solemnity of that remarkable
service.

that ad: so
friends that
reality and
ordination
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There were friends, too, in those days who
sustained "the Bishop" by prayer, and sincerely he
declares that his successful service is due to their
prayerful petitions.
In fact his life is continuously encircled by the
prayers of a great multitude, representing different
localities and denominations throughout the land.
Some of these confess that for years they have never
missed a day praying for him, and others tell him of
their little children saying in their prayers, "God
bless Mr. Challenger."
The Rev. W. F. Newsam's teaching in the
"King's Highway" was eagerly followed by him,
and gave him much help. When that periodical
ceased to be published, he turned to the "Life of
Faith" for spiritual stimulus, and the following
instance shows how much that organ of the Keswick
movement influences him.
He had been reading a sermon in it one day
from the pen of the Rev. F. B. Meyer on the text,
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least
of these my brethren, ye have done it unto Me," and
on passing along the street immediately afterwards
he met a man he had not spoken to before, but had
heard of as being wasteful and dissolute.
"Go and speak to that man," said the Spirit.
Mr. Challenger obeyed, and going up to the man he
said, "How are you ? " "Oh I I'm not very well,"
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came the reply; "I'm out of work, and have been
some time, and everything is going wrong." Mr.
Challenger gave him some little relief, and seemed
to hear the Spirit saying, "Inasmuch as ye have
done it unto one of the least of these, I will convert that man.''
However, for weeks the man did not come near
the chapel, yet the Spirit's word was never doubted.
One Sunday evening some weeks after, this
needy brother came to service, but did not stay to
the after meeting.
"Go and speak to him again," said the Spirit,
and getting to know his address, "the Bishop"
subsequently went to see him in his home, and
found the man with his body bent, and his head
bowed, and in tears, just waiting to be won for
Christ.
Not only has the weekly organ of the Keswick
movement been a great force in the formation of
his character, but also its yearly convention. And
for his growing attachment to the Keswick School, he
heartily gives credit to his friends, Messrs. Popplewell
and Barlow, of the Bolton Undenominational Mission, since they first induced him to attend that
great spiritual gathering.

In conjunction with Keswick teaching, his reading
of such lives and writings as those of the American
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evangelists-C.
G. Finney, D. L. Moody, and Dr.
Torrey-have played no small part in his life.
Sometimes Mr. Challenger thinks that D. L.
Moody, whom he never saw, but whose books he
eagerly reads, has influenced him more than any
other man.
And thus, after much study of the sacred Scriptures and Christian biography ; and after a long
and richly blessed experience as a Missioner in the
cause of Christ, he is found with a greater passion
than ever for the saving of souls.

In fact he returned from his last Keswick Convention with his soul charged with divine enthusiasm,
and the Mapplewell and other glorious Missions
were in part the outcome.
These things account to some extent for the
testimony of the Churches as conveyed in the words
of a prominent Christian worker of the Barnsley
Circuit to this effect : "We have had men of high
degree, but none have touched the hearts of the
people like Brother Challenger.''

